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CONFORMALITY FOR A ROBUST CLASS OF

NON-CONFORMAL ATTRACTORS

BEATRICE POZZETTI, ANDRÉS SAMBARINO, AND ANNA WIENHARD

Abstract. In this paper we investigate the Hausdorff dimension of limit sets

of Anosov representations. In this context we revisit and extend the framework
of hyperconvex representations and establish a convergence property for them,

analogue to a differentiability property. As an application of this convergence,

we prove that the Hausdorff dimension of the limit set of a hyperconvex rep-
resentation is equal to a suitably chosen critical exponent. In the appendix, in

collaboration with M. Bridgeman, we extend a classical result on the Hessian

of the Hausdorff dimension on purely imaginary directions.
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1. Introduction

In his seminal paper, Sullivan [52] describes the Hausdorff dimension of the limit
set LΓ, of a discrete group Γ acting on the real hyperbolic n-space, in terms of the
Dirichlet series

s ÞÑ
ÿ

γPΓ

e´sdpo,γoq.
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2 CONFORMALITY FOR A ROBUST CLASS OF NON-CONFORMAL ATTRACTORS

More precisely, the critical exponent of such a series is

hΓ “ inf
!

s :
ÿ

γPΓ

e´sdpo,γoq ă 8
)

“ sup
!

s :
ÿ

γPΓ

e´sdpo,γoq “ 8
)

and Sullivan shows:

Theorem (Sullivan). If Γ is a convex co-compact subgroup of PSOp1, nq then the
Hausdorff dimension of LΓ is hΓ.

This is related to understanding the Hausdorff dimension of a hyperbolic set in
dynamical terms. Indeed, the non-wandering set of the geodesic flow of ΓzHn is, by
definition, a maximal isolated compact hyperbolic set, hΓ is its topological entropy
and Sullivan’s result can be interpreted in terms of the Ledrappier-Young formula
[37].

Describing the Hausdorff dimension of a hyperbolic repeller as a dynamical quan-
tity is today well understood in the conformal setting, i.e. when the derivative of
the dynamics, restricted to the unstable distribution, acts as a conformal map (see
Chen-Pesin’s survey [14] and references therein). Analogously, Sullivan’s result has
been generalized to convex-cocompact groups of a CAT(-1)-space X (see for ex-
ample Bourdon [6] and Yue [53]). The metric on the visual boundary BX used
to compute the Hausdorff dimension is the visual metric, for which the action of
IsomX is conformal (i.e. sends balls to balls).

However, other natural metrics on BX appear in very common situations: if X is
a rank 1 symmetric space of non-compact type, then its visual boundary carries the
structure of a differentiable manifold and thus one would also like to understand
the Hausdorff dimension of limit sets for a (any) Riemannian metric on BX. Unless
X is the real hyperbolic n-dimensional space, the Riemannian structure behaves
differently from the visual structure: the action of IsomX is no longer conformal.

The dynamical characterization of Hausdorff dimension in a non-conformal set-
ting is still not completely understood. We refer the reader again to Chen-Pesin’s
survey [14]. Let us also note that only very recently Bárány-Hochman-Rapaport
[2] provided a complete answer for Iterated-Function-Systems on the plane. On
the discrete groups side, Dufloux [20] has studied a class of Schottky subgroups
of isometries of the complex hyperbolic n-space, that he calls well positioned, and
proves the analogue of Sullivan’s result for the Hausdorff dimension of the limit set
with respect to any Riemannian metric.

1.1. This paper. In this paper we are interested in describing the Hausdorff di-
mension of the limit set of discrete subgroups of a semi-simple Lie group G, for
a Riemannian structure on the flag spaces (or boundaries) of G. The groups we
will consider, called Anosov representations, are in many ways similar to convex
cocompact subgroups of SOp1, nq, but do not act conformally on the boundaries of
G.

Anosov representations where introduced by Labourie [36] for fundamental groups
of negatively curved closed manifolds and the definition was extended by Guichard-
W. [27] to any hyperbolic group. Such representations provide the appropriate gen-
eralization of the class of convex co-compact subgroups in the context of Lie groups
of higher rank [27, 31, 32].
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We will not use the original definition but follow a more recent approach, devel-
oped by Kapovich-Leeb-Porti [32], Géritaud-Guichard-Kassel-W. [24] and in par-
ticular Bochi-Potrie-S. [5], that provides a simplified definition and gives better
quantitative control of Anosov representations.

Let K “ R or C, consider an inner (or Hermitian if K “ C) product in Kd

and, for g P GLdpKq, denote by g ÞÑ g˚ the corresponding adjoint operator. The
singular values of g, i.e. the square root of the modulus of the eigenvalues of gg˚,
are denoted by

σ1pgq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě σdpgq.

Let Γ be a finitely generated discrete group, consider a finite symmetric gener-
ating set S and denote by | | the associated word metric on Γ. Given p P J1, d´ 1K
denote by GppK

dq the Grassmannian of p-dimensional subspaces of Kd. For a ho-
momorphism ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq, the following are equivalent:

i) There exist positive constants c, µ such that for all γ P Γ one has
σp`1

σp

`

ρpγq
˘

ď ce´µ|γ|,

ii) The group Γ is word-hyperbolic and there exist ρ-equivariant maps pξp, ξd´pq :
BΓ Ñ GppK

dq ˆ Gd´ppK
dq such that for every x ‰ y P BΓ one has

ξppxq ‘ ξd´ppyq “ Kd,

and a suitable associated flow is contracting.

If either condition is satisfied we will say that ρ is an tapu-Anosov representation1.
For such a representation, the critical exponent h

ap
ρ of the Dirichlet series

Φap
ρ psq “

ÿ

γPΓ

ˆ

σp`1

σp

`

ρpγq
˘

˙s

(1)

is well defined. By definition, the series is convergent for every s ą h
ap
ρ and divergent

for every 0 ă s ă h
ap
ρ .

If ρ is furthermore tap`1u-Anosov then h
ap
ρ is analytic with respect to ρ, and

agrees with the entropy of a suitably defined flow (see for example Bridgeman-
Canary-Labourie-S. [7] and Potrie-S. [42, Corollary 4.9]). But in general little is
known about h

ap
ρ without this extra assumption.

We will mainly focus on ta1u-Anosov representations. The chosen inner product
on Kd induces a metric on PpKdq, we will denote by HffpAq the Hausdorff dimension
of a subset A Ă PpKdq for this metric. As a first result we obtain the following,
independently obtained by Glorieux-Monclair-Tholozan [23].

Proposition (Proposition 4.1). Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be ta1u-Anosov. Then

Hff
`

ξ1pBΓq
˘

ď ha1
ρ .

In order to discuss situations in which equality holds, we introduce the notion
of locally conformal points of ρ (Definition 5.5), these are points of BΓ designed
to detect some asymptotic conformality of the non-conformal action of ρpΓq when
restricted to the limit set ξ1pBΓq. Using Patterson’s construction we then obtain a

1 The implication ii)ñi) comes from Labourie [36] and Guichard-W. [27]. The implication

i)ñii) is more recent and due to Kapovich-Leeb-Porti [32], see also Guéritaud-Guichard-Kassel-
W. [24] and Bochi-Potrie-S. [5] for different approaches. In the language of Bochi-Potrie-S. [5,

Section 3.1] a representation verifying condition i) is called p-dominated.
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(not necessarily quasi-invariant) measure µa1
ρ on BΓ. Following Sullivan, we then

prove the following.

Theorem (Theorem 5.14). If the set of locally conformal points of ρ has positive
µa1
ρ -measure, then

Hff
`

ξ1pBΓq
˘

“ ha1
ρ .

Interestingly, for a rich class of Anosov representations, a 3-point transversality
condition, inspired by Labourie [36], forces asymptotic conformality:

Definition. Consider p, q, r P J1, d´ 1K such that p` q ď r. A tap, aq, aru-Anosov
representation ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq is called pp, q, rq-hyperconvex if for every triple of
pairwise distinct points x, y, z P BΓ one has

pξppxq ‘ ξqpyqq X ξd´rpzq “ t0u.

(Note that p and q are not required to be distinct.)

The main result of this paper is the following.

Theorem A (Corollary 6.8 and Corollary 7.3). Let ρ be p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex. Then

ha1
ρ “ Hff

`

ξ1pBΓq
˘

ď Hff
`

PpK2q
˘

.

The aforementioned analyticity result for h
ap
ρ , together with Theorem A, has the

following consequence:

Corollary 1.1. Let tρu : Γ Ñ PGLdpKquuPD be an analytic family of p1, 1, 2q-
hyperconvex representations, then u ÞÑ Hffpξ1

upBΓqq is analytic.

In fact Theorem A holds in greater generality. We can replace 21s by any p P
J2, d´ 1K if we additionally require that for every γ P Γ one has

σ2

`

ρpγq
˘

“ σp
`

ρpγq
˘

,

see Corollary 6.9 and Corollary 7.3. This extra condition on the singular values
should be interpreted as a restriction on the Zariski closure of the representation
(see subsection 8.1 for situations such as PSpp1, nq and PUp1, nq, and subsection 8.2
for the group PSOpp, qq).

A key ingredient for the proof of Theorem A is the following convergence property
for hyperconvex representations, from the inequality readily follows.

Theorem B (Theorem 7.1). Let ρ be pp, q, rq-hyperconvex, then for every pw, yq P
Bp2qΓ one has

lim
pw,yqÑpx,xq

dpξppwq ‘ ξqpyq, ξrpxqq “ 0.

We further investigate how vast the class of hyperconvex representations is. On
the one hand one has the following remarks that provide many examples by the
represent and deform method (see subsection 7.2):

- if ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpRq is hyperconvex then, by complexifiyng, one obtains a
hyperconvex representation over C : this is direct from the definition;

- the space of pp, q, rq-hyperconvex representations is open in hompΓ,PGLdpKqq
(Proposition 6.2).
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On the other hand there are some ‘verifiable’ restrictions imposed by the hy-
perconvexity condition. For example, a p1, 1, pq-hyperconvex representation of Γ
induces a continuous injective map

BΓ´ tpointu Ñ PpKpq,

(see Corollary 6.6), and there might be topological obstructions for the existence of
such a map. More interesting restrictions arise when K “ R and BΓ is a manifold:

Corollary (Proposition 7.4). Let Γ be such that BΓ is homeomorphic to a pp´ 1q-
dimensional sphere. If ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpRq is p1, 1, pq-hyperconvex then ξ1pBΓq is a C1

sphere.

Using openness of hyperconvexity we find new explicit examples of Zariski dense
groups with C1 limit set.

Corollary (Corollary 7.7). There exist Zariski dense subgroups Γ ă PGLdpd`1qpRq

whose limit set is a C1 sphere of dimension d´ 1.

Sharper results of similar nature were obtained by Zhang-Zimmer [54].

We now turn to the special situation when BΓ is a circle. Then Theorem A gives
the following computation of ha1

ρ :

Corollary. Assume BΓ is homeomorphic to a circle, if ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpRq is p1, 1, 2q-
hyperconvex then ha1

ρ “ 1.

This implies Potrie-S. [42, Theorem B] and further generalizes it to the Hitchin
component of PSOpp, pq. The proof of Potrie-S. [42, Theorem A] applies then verba-
tim also to the Hitchin component of PSOpp, pq and we thus obtain a rigid inequality
for the critical exponent in the symmetric space of PSOpp, pq. We refer the reader
to Sections 9.2 and 9.3 for more details on Hitchin representations.

While the property of having constant ha1
ρ was expected to be a rare phenomenon,

peculiar to Hitchin components, or possibly higher rank Teichmüller theories, we
provide, in Section 6.3, many more examples of representations of fundamental
groups of surfaces for which Theorem A applies. Interestingly enough, when BΓ
is a circle (and K “ R), p1, 1, 2q-hyperconexity is not only a local condition, but
it can be pushed far away. We say that an ta1u-Anosov representation is weakly
irreducible if ξ1pBΓq is not contained in a proper subspace of PpRdq.

Proposition (Proposition 9.3). Assume that BΓ is homeomorphic to a circle. Then
the space of real weakly irreducible p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex representations of Γ is closed
among real weakly irreducible ta1, a2u-Anosov representations.

In Appendix B, written in collaboration with M. Bridgeman, we adopt a different
point of view and consider the Hausdorff dimension Hffpξ1

ρpBΓqq as function on the
space of ta1u-Anosov representations in XpΓ,PSLdpCqq. We obtain a higher rank
analogue of a celebrated result by Bridgeman-Taylor [10] and McMullen [40] which
we now explain.

The complex structure of PSLdpCq provides a complex structure on the character
variety XpΓ,PSLdpCqq, denote by J the associated tensor squaring ´ id . If ρ P
XpΓ,PSLdpCqq is projective Anosov let us denote by

Hff1pρq “ Hffpξ1
ρpBΓqq.
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We refer the reader to subsection B.2 for the definition of the Liouville pressure
form Pa1 from Bridgeman-Canary-Labourie-S. [8].

Theorem (Theorem B.1). Assume that BΓ is homeomorphic to a circle. Let ρ : Γ Ñ
PGLdpRq be a p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex representation and assume that ρ is a regular
point of the character variety XpΓ,PGLdpCqq. Then for every differentiable curve
pρtqtPp´ε,εq Ă XpΓ,PSLdpRqq with ρ0 “ ρ one has

Hess Hff1pJ 9ρq “ Pa1
p 9ρq.

If S is a closed, orientable, connected genus ě 2 surface, [8, Theorem 1.6] states
that Pa1 is Riemannian on the Hitchin component H dpSq “ H

`

S,PSLdpRq
˘

Ă

Xpπ1S,PSLdpRqq and thus one obtains the following.

Corollary 1.2. The Hessian of

Hff1 : Xpπ1S,PSLdpCqq Ñ R

at ρ P H dpSq is strictly positive on every direction except Tρ H dpSq, in particular,
the Hitchin locus is an isolated minimum of Hff1 .

Throughout the paper we allowK to be a local field (not necessarilly Archimedean,
as we required in this introduction). Originally Anosov representations were only
defined over Archimedean fields as it is possible to show that if Γ admits a Anosov
representation ρ : Γ Ñ PSLdpKq for non-Archimedean K, then Γ is virtually free.
The main result of our paper, however, associates to such an action an interesting
geometric quantity, the Hausdorff dimension of the limit set, which we are able to
relate to a dynamical data, the orbit growth rate. We find this very interesting,
and this justifies the extra work needed to develop the theory in this more general
setting.

The main results go through in this generality, except the analyticity of Hausdorff
dimension: the key step is to show that for a ta1u-Anosov representation its entropy,
defined by

lim sup
tÑ8

1

t
log #tγ P Γ : log σ1

`

ρpγq
˘

ď tu

is analyitic with ρ. We don’t know if this is true, but in Appendix A we use the
thermodynamical formalism to prove that the Hausdorff dimension depends con-
tinuously on the representation (and is actually as regular as the map ρ ÞÑ ξρ
is).

Outline of the paper. The preliminaries of the paper, collected in Section 2 come
from three different areas: quantitative linear algebra, dynamics and geometric
group theory. In § 2.1 we recall relations between the singular values of an element
in PGLdpKq and metric properties of its action on Grassmannian manifolds, in the
general context of a local field K. In § 2.2 we discuss the dynamical backgrounds
and indicate how to extend Bochi-Gourmelon’s theorem as well as the theory of
dominated splittings to general local fields. § 2.3 collects the facts about hyperbolic
groups and cone types that we will need in the paper.

Section 3 concerns Anosov representations: we extend to the non-Archimedean
setup the definition and the results we will need, particularly concerning the defini-
tion and properties of the equivariant boundary maps. Our discussion follows the
lines of Bochi-Potrie-S. [5].
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In Section 4 we prove that for any Anosov representation the Hausdorff dimension
of the limit curve provides a lower bound for the critical exponent for the first root.
In Section 5 we give a condition guaranteeing that such bound is optimal, namely
the abundance of locally conformal points with respect to a suitable measure.

Section 6 concerns the notion of pp, q, rq-hyperconvexity, an open condition (Propo-
sition 6.2) that guarantees abundance of locally conformal points: this is the content
of Proposition 6.7, the main technical result of the paper. Using the theory of SL2

representations we provide in § 6.3 many examples of hyperconvex representations
of fundamental groups of surfaces and hyperbolic three manifolds.

In Section 7 we discuss another interesting consequence of hyperconvexity: such
property guarantees a weak differentiability property for the limit set (Theorem
7.1) which allows us, on the one hand, to obtain good bounds on the Hausdorff
dimension (Proposition 7.3), and on the other to provide examples of Zariski dense
subgroups whose limit set in the projective space is a C1 manifold: we obtain these
through the represent and deform method explained, in a concrete example, in
Proposition 7.5.

In Section 8 we discuss in detail two families of representations for which all
our results apply: on the one hand we detail the geometric meaning of our notions
in the case of convex cocompact subgroups of rank one groups, rediscovering and
generalizing results of Dufloux (§ 8.1), on the other we give a concrete criterion
that guarantees hyperconvexity for subgroups of SOpp, qq and provide examples of
groups that satisfy it (§ 8.2).

The last section of the paper (Section 9) concerns representations of fundamental
groups of hyperbolic surfaces (or more generally compact hyperbolic orbifolds). For
these we show that hyperconvexity is also a closed condition (Proposition 9.3), and
discuss a new proof and generalization of a result of Potrie-S. [42].

The two appendices of the paper rely on the Thermodynamical formalism: in
Appendix A we extend results of S. [48] and Bridgeman-Canary-Labourie-S. [7]
to show continuity of the entropy map on the character variety also in the non-
Archimedean setting, this implies that the regularity of the dependence of the
Hausdorff dimension on the representation is at least as good as the variation of
the boundary map. In the second appendix, joint with Martin Bridgeman, we
prove Theorem B.1. Our main result (Theorem A) was the last missing piece to be
combined with results from Bridgeman-Canary-Labourie-S. [7, 8] and Bridgeman-
Taylor [10].

2. Preliminaries

In the paper we will need preliminaries from three different sources: quantitative
linear algebra, dynamics and particularly the work of Bochi-Gourmelon [4] and
Bochi-Potrie-S. [5] on dominated sequences, and algebraic and metric properties of
hyperbolic groups. We recall the results we need here.

2.1. Quantitative linear algebra. As anticipated at the end of the introduction,
in the paper we will be dealing with representations of finitely generated groups on
finite dimensional vector spaces over local fields. We recall here some quantitative
results we will need. More details on algebraic groups over local fields can be found
in Quint [45].
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2.1.1. Angles and distances on Grassmannians. We denote by K a local field, and
by | | : K Ñ R` its absolute value. Recall that if K is R or C then | | is the
usual modulus, if, instead, K is non-Archimedean, we require that |ω| “ 1

q where ω

denotes the uniformizing element, namely a generator of the maximal ideal of the
valuation ring O, and q is the cardinality of the residue field O{ωO (this is finite
because K is, by assumption, local).

Given a finite dimensional vector space V over K, we denote by } } : V Ñ R`

a good norm: for an Archimedean field K this means that } } is induced from an
Hermitian product, if K is non-Archimedean this means that there exists a basis
te1, . . . , enu such that }

ř

aiei} “ maxt|ai|u. In this second case we say that a
decomposition V “ V1‘V2 is orthogonal if }v1`v2} “ maxt}v1}, }v2}u. In general,
since K is locally compact, any two norms on V are equivalent.

The choice of a good norm } } on V induces a good norm on every exterior power
of V (this is discussed in Quint [45]). This allows to generalize the notion of angle
to the non-Archimedean setting: for v, w P V , we define >pv, wq to be the unique
number in r0, πs such that

sin>pv, wq “
}v ^ w}

}v}}w}
.

Observe that the angle crucially depends on the choice of the norm. Following
Bochi-Potrie-S. [5] we define the angle of two subspaces P,Q ă Kd as

>pP,Qq “ min
vPPˆ

min
wPQˆ

>pv, wq,

where Pˆ “ P zt0u, Pˆ “ Qzt0u.
The sine of the angle gives a distance, that we sometimes denote by d, on the

projective space PpV q, and more generally on every Grassmannian GkpV q: we set
for P,Q P GkpV q

dpP,Qq :“ max
vPPˆ

min
wPQˆ

sin>pv, wq “ min
vPPˆ

max
wPQˆ

sin>pv, wq,

this corresponds to the Hausdorff distance of PpP q,PpQq regarded as subsets of
PpV q with the aforementioned distance. Observe that

dpP,Qq ě sin>pP,Qq

and the latter inequality is, apart from very special cases, strict.
More generally we extend the distance to subspaces of possibly different dimen-

sion: for P P GkpV q, Q P GlpV q, k ď l we set

dpP,Qq :“ max
vPPˆ

min
wPQˆ

sin>pv, wq “ min
WPGkpQq

dpP,W q.

Such distance vanishes if and only if P Ă Q.

2.1.2. Singular values. Assume now that K is commutative. Given a K-norm on
V we say that g P GLpV,Kq is a semi-homothecy if there exists a g-invariant K-
orthogonal decomposition V “ V1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Vk and σ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σk P R` such that for
every i P J1, kK and every vi P Vi one has

}gvi} “ σi}vi}.

The numbers σi are called the ratios of the semi-homothecy g.
Consider a maximal abelian subgroup of diagonalizable matrices A Ă GLpV,Kq,

let K Ă GLpV,Kq be a compact subgroup such that if NGLpAq is the normalizer of
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A in GLpV,Kq then NGLpAq “ pNGLpAqXKqA. Following Quint [44, Théorème 6.1]
there exists a K-norm } } on V such that

- } } is preserved by K,
- A acts on pV, } }q by semi-homothecies.

Whenever such a norm is fixed, for every g P GLpV q we denote the norm and its
co-norm by

}g} :“ max
vPV ˆ

}gv}

}v}
mpgq “ inf

vPV ˆ

}gv}

}v}
.

Let d “ dimV . Keeping notation from Quint [44], we denote by E :“ Rd a real
vector space with a restricted root system of GLpV q, and by

E` “ tx “ px1, . . . , xdq P R
d|x1 ě . . . ě xdu

a Weyl chamber of E. We will denote by ai P E˚ the simple roots of E, so that

aipxq “ xi ´ xi`1 P R.

The choice of an ordering e1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ed of the joint eigenlines of A (the eigenlines
are uniquely determined Quint [45, Lemma II.1.3]) induces a map ν : AÑ E given
by

νpaq :“ plog |σ1paq|, . . . , log |σdpaq|q,

where σ1paq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σdpaq are the semi-homotecy ratios in the basis te1, . . . , edu. We
set A` :“ ν´1pE`q, so that A` consists of those elements a P A whose correspond-
ing semi-homothecy ratios satisfy σ1paq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě σdpaq.

With respect to the basis te1, . . . , edu, it holds that K “ GLpd,Oq, and the map
ν extends to the Cartan projection, still denoted ν from the whole GLpV,Kq: indeed
GLpV,Kq “ KA`K, and, given a1, a2 P A

`, the element a1 belongs to Ka2K if
and only if νpa1q “ νpa2q. In particular we can set νpgq “ νpagq for any element
ag P A such that there exist kg, lg P K with g “ kgaglg (Bruhat-Tits [12, Section
3.3]).

For every g P GLpV,Kq, we choose a Cartan decomposition g “ kgaglg as above
and define, for p P J1, d´ 1K,

uppgq “ kg ¨ ep P V.

If K is Archimedean, the set tuppgq : p P J1, d´1Ku is an arbitrary orthogonal choice
of axes (ordered in decreasing length) of the ellipsoid tAv : }v} “ 1u. Note that for
every v P g´1uppgq one has }gv} “ σppgq}v}.

We furthermore denote by Uppgq the Cartan attractor of g:

Uppgq “ u1pgq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ uppgq “ kg ¨ pe1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ epq.

Definition 2.1. An element g P GLpV,Kq is said to have a gap of index p if
σppgq ą σp`1pgq. In that case, if K is Archimedean, the p-dimensional space Uppgq
is independent of the Cartan decomposition of g.

Note that if g has a gap of index p, then the decomposition

Ud´ppg
´1q ‘ g´1pUppgqq

is orthogonal: this is clear when K is Archimedean (see Remark 2.4 for the general
case)
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Remark 2.2. If K is not Archimedean, the components kg, lg in the Cartan decom-
position are not uniquely determined even if g has gaps of every index; in particular
the spaces Uppgq always depend on the choice of the Cartan decomposition. For
example take d “ 2; if |a| ą |b| we have

ˆ

a 0
0 b

˙

“

ˆ

1 0
b{a 1

˙ˆ

a 0
0 b

˙ˆ

1 0
´1 1

˙

and both
`

1 0
b{a 1

˘

and
`

1 0
´1 1

˘

belong to K “ SLp2,Oq. In this example it is easy

to verify that the set of possible Cartan attractors U1pgq coincides with the ball of
center e1 and radius |b{a|. Note that, since K is non-Archimedean, any point in
this ball is a center.

2.1.3. Quantitative results. Many of the auxiliary technical results in [5] rely on
the min-max characterization of singular values of linear maps from Rd to Rd. This
characterization in fact generalizes to any local field if one replaces the singular
values with the semi-homothecy ratios:

σppAq “ max
PPGppV q

mpA|P q σp`1pAq “ min
QPGd´ppV q

}A|Q}.

Therefore the quantitative linear algebraic facts collected in [5, Appendix 3] carry
through. We now state the ones that we will use in the following.

Lemma 2.3 ([5, Lemma A.4]). Let g, h P GLpV,Kq have a gap of index p. Then
for any possible choice of Cartan attractor Uppgq (resp. Uppghq):

dpUppghq, Uppgqq ď }h}}h
´1}

σp`1

σp
pgq (2)

dpUppghq, gUpphqq ď }g}}g
´1}

σp`1

σp
phq. (3)

Remark 2.4. If K is non-Archimedean, the Cartan attractors Uppgq are not
uniquely defined (cfr. Remark 2.2). However it follows from Lemma 2.3 that,
given two different Cartan decompositions for g, g “ kgaglg “ k1ga

1
gl
1
g, and denoting

Vp “ xe1, . . . , epy, we have

dpkgVp, k
1
gVpq ď

σp`1

σp
pgq,

namely all possible different choices for Uppgq are contained in a ball of radius
σp`1

σp
pgq. As the distance d is, in this case, non-Archimedean, we deduce, also in

this case, that any choice of Uppgq is orthogonal to gUd´ppg
´1q for any other choice

of Ud´ppg
´1q.

Lemma 2.5 ([5, Lemma A.6]). Let g P GLpV,Kq have a gap of index p. Then, for
all P P GppV q transverse to Ud´ppg

´1q we have:

dpgpP q, Uppgqq ď
σp`1

σp
pgq

1

sin>pP,Ud´ppg´1qq
.

Lemma 2.6 ([5, Lemma A.7]). Let g, h P GLpV,Kq. Suppose that g and gh have
gaps of index p. Let α :“ >

`

Upphq, Ud´ppg
´1q

˘

. Then:

σppghq ě psinαqσppgqσpphq ,

σp`1pghq ď psinαq
´1 σp`1pgqσp`1phq .
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Given a subspace P P GppV q we denote by V K a chosen orthogonal complement
of V ; this always exists, but is not unique if K is non-Archimedean. Suppose that
P , W P GppV q satisfy dpP,W q ă 1. Then W X PK “ t0u, and so there exists a
unique linear map

LW,P : P Ñ PK such that W “
 

v ` LW,P pvq : v P P
(

. (4)

The association LW,P ÞÑ W provides an affine chart for GppV q. The next lemma
states that this chart is 1-Lipschitz, and it is 4-biLipschitz on a sufficiently small
neighbourhood of P :

Lemma 2.7 ([5, Lemma A.11]). Let P , P1, P2 P GppV q, with dpPi, P q ă 1, then

dpP1, P2q ď }LP1,P ´ LP2,P }.

If moreover dpPi, P q ă 1{
?

2 then }LP1,P ´ LP2,P } ď 4dpP1, P2q .

Proof. The proof of [5, Lemma A.11] smartly combines the triangular inequality
for the distance d and the characterization

dpP1, P2q “ max
wPP˚1

min
vPP˚2

}v ´ w}

}w}
.

Since both hold when V is a vector space over a local field K, the proof generalizes
without modifications. In case K is non-Archimedean, one could also deduce the
better estimate }LP1,P ´ LP2,P } ď 2dpP1, P2q. �

The next lemma is a variation of [5, Lemma A.10]. In [5] there is an assumption
on dpPi, P q depending on g that we replace here with the contraction assumption
dpgPi, gP q ă 1{

?
2. Despite the proof is very similar to [5, Lemma A.10], we include

it for completeness:

Lemma 2.8. Let V be a d-dimensional K-vector space, and g P GLpV q. Choose
P P GppV q and Q P Gd´ppV q such that the pairs pP,Qq and pgP, gQq are orthogonal.

Then for every Pi P GppV q, (i “ 1, 2) with PiXQ “ t0u such that dpgPi, gP q ă 1{
?

2
it holds

dpgP1, gP2q ě
mpg|Qq

4}g|P }
dpP1, P2q . (5)

Proof of Lemma 2.8. Using the same notation as in (4), for each i “ 1, 2, we con-
sider the linear map Li “ LPi,P : P Ñ PK and Mi “ LgPi,gP : gP Ñ gPK;
these are well defined since Pi X Q “ t0u. Clearly the two maps are related by
Li “ pg

´1|gQq ˝Mi ˝ pg|P q. As a consequence,

}L1 ´ L2} “
›

›pg´1|gQq ˝ pM1 ´M2q ˝ pg|P q
›

› ď
}g|P }

mpg|Qq
}M1 ´M2} .

Lemma 2.7 gives:
}L1 ´ L2} ě dpP1, P2q .

Since by assumption dpgPi, gP q ă δ “ 1{
?

2, Lemma 2.7 implies:

}M1 ´M2} ď 4dpgP1, gP2q .

Putting these three estimates together, we get

dpgP1, gP2q ě
1

4
}M1 ´M2} ě

1

4

mpg|Qq

}g|P }
}L1 ´ L2} ě

1

4

mpg|Qq

}g|P }
dpP1, P2q.

�
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The following corollary of Lemma 2.8 will be useful in Section 5.2:

Corollary 2.9. Let V be a K-vector space, W ă V a subspace of dimension 2, and
g P GLpV q. Denote by σipg|W q the semi-homothecy ratios of g : W Ñ gW where
the norm on W (resp. gW ) is induced by the norm on V . For every Pi P PW with
Pi X Ud´1pg

´1q “ t0u, and dpgPi, u1pg|W qq ă 1{
?

2 it holds

dpgP1, gP2q ě
σ2pg|W q

4}g|W }
dpP1, P2q .

Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 2.8 once we choose P “ u2pg
´1|gLq, Q “

u1pg
´1|gLq. �

Another useful corollary of Lemma 2.8 is the following.

Corollary 2.10. Given α ą 0, there exist positive δ and b with the following
properties. Let V be a d-dimensional K-vector space, and g P GLpV q. Suppose that
P P GppV q and Q P Gd´ppV q satisfy

mint>pP,Qq,>pgP, gQqu ě α . (6)

Then for every Pi P GppV q, (i “ 1, 2) with Pi X Q “ t0u such that dpgPi, gP q ă δ
one has

dpgP1, gP2q ě b
mpg|Qq

}g|P }
dpP1, P2q . (7)

Proof. Since all good norms are equivalent, the general case follows from Lemma
2.8 by changing the norm. �

2.2. Dynamical background. We now turn to the dynamical preliminaries. The
goal of this section is to extend the results of Bochi-Gurmelon [4] and Bochi-Potrie-
S. [5] to the non-Archimedean setting.

2.2.1. Dominated splittings and Bochi-Gurmelon’s Theorem. In this section we re-
call the definition of dominated splittings and review its connection with cone fields.

Let X be a compact metric space equipped with a continuous homeomorphism
ϑ : X Ñ X. Let V be a finite dimensional K-vector space and let ψ0 : X Ñ GLpV,Kq
be continuous. We will denote by ψ : X ˆ V Ñ X ˆ V the induced cocycle defined
by

ψxpvq “ ψpx, vq “ pϑpxq, ψ0pxqvq.

Definition 2.11. Consider a good norm } } on V. Let Λ Ă X be a ϑ-invariant
subset, then we say that ψ|Λ has a dominated splitting if the trivial bundle Λˆ V
splits as a Whitney sum of two ψ-invariant sub-bundles V “ E ‘ F with the
following extra condition: there exist positive µ and c such that for every n positive,
x P Λ, u P Ex and w P Fx one has

}ψnxu}

}ψnxw}
ď ce´µn

}u}

}w}
.

In this situation we say moreover that F (resp. E) is the unstable (resp. stable)
bundle and that F dominates E.

Note that this condition is independent of the chosen norm. The dominated
splitting of ψ|Λ is unique provided its index, i.e. dimK F, is fixed and it extends to
the closure Λ of Λ (see Crovisier-Potrie [16, Proposition 2.2 and 2.5] whose proof
works verbatim in our setting). Furthermore:
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Proposition 2.12 ([16]). Suppose a linear flow ψ has dominated splittings E1‘F 1

and E2 ‘ F 2 of index p1 ď p2. Then E2 Ď E1 and F 1 Ď F 2.

In the case when K “ R Bochi-Gourmelon [4, Theorem A] gave the following
criterion for dominated splittings to exist; their the proof generalizes to every local
field K, as Oseledets theorem holds in this generality:

Theorem 2.13 (Bochi–Gourmelon [4]). Let X be a compact metric space, V a
K-vector space and ψ : X ˆ V Ñ X ˆ V a linear cocycle. Then the linear flow ψ
has a dominated splitting E ‘ F with dimF “ p if and only if there exist c ą 0,
µ ą 0 such that for every x P X and n ě 0 we have

σp`1

σp
pψnx q ă ce´µn .

Moreover, the bundles2 are given by:

Fx “ lim
nÑ`8

Up
`

ψnϑ´npxq
˘

and Ex “ lim
nÑ`8

Ud´p
`

ψ´nϑnpxq
˘

,

and these limits are uniform.

Proof. Bochi-Gourmelon’s proof is based on the one hand on some angle esti-
mates building upon the min-max characterization of singular values of matrices
in GLdpRq, and on the other hand on the multiplicative ergodic theorem (Oseledets
theorem). The former hold verbatim in the general local field setting once the sin-
gular values are replaced by the semi-homothecy ratios as defined in Section 2.1.2,
the required multiplicative ergodic theorem was established (following Oseledets
original proof) by Margulis [39, Theorem V.2.1], the integrability of ψ follows from
its continuity and the compactness of the base X. With these ingredients at hand,
the sketch of the proof explained in [5, Section A.4] applies verbatim. �

The existence of a dominated splitting can be furthermore characterized in terms
of cone fields; this will be crucial to prove openness of Anosov representations in
Section 3.1 (note that the non-Archimedean case has not yet been established).
Given a decomposition V “ V1 ‘ V2 and a positive a, then the subset defined by

tv P V : a}v1} ě }v2}u

is called a a-cone (of dimension dimV1) on V.
A cone field on Λ Ă X is a continuous choice x ÞÑ Capxq,x of a apxq-cone on V (of

fixed dimension) for each x P Λ. Cone fields can be used to characterize dominated
splittings.

Proposition 2.14 (See Sambarino [50, Proposition 2.2]). Let Λ Ă X be ϑ-invariant.
The cocycle ψ|Λ has a dominated splitting of index i if and only if there exists a map
a : Λ Ñ R` bounded away from 0 and 8, a cone field Capxq,x on Λ of dimension i,
a number 0 ă λ ă 1 and a positive integer n0 such that for every x P Λ the closure
of ψn0

x pCapxq,xq is contained in Cλapϑnpxqq,ϑnpxq.

2For completeness, let us note that the space Up associated to an operator from a vector space
equipped with a good norm to itself, can be defined for an operator between two vector spaces

both equipped with good norms.
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2.2.2. Dominated sequences. Bochi-Potrie-S. [5, Section 2] applied Bochi-Gourmelon’s
Theorem 2.13 to the compact space of dominated sequences of matrices, and got
useful implications on the relative position of the axes of the ellipsoid associated to
the products of such sequences: we recall now the relevant definitions and results
from [5] where these were first established.

Given C ą 1, define the following compact set:

DpCq :“
 

g P GLpV,Kq, }g} ď C, }g´1} ď C
(

.

If I is a (possibly infinite) interval in Z, the set DpCqI is endowed with the product
topology, turning it into a compact metric space.

Let p P J1, d ´ 1K, µ ą 0, c ą 0. For each interval I Ă Z, we denote by
DpC, p, c, µ, Iq the set of sequences of matrices pgnq P DpCqI such that for all
m,n P I with m ě n we have

σp`1

σp
pgm ¨ ¨ ¨ gn`1gnq ď ce´µpm´n`1q .

Definition 2.15. An element of GLpV,KqI is a dominated sequence if it belongs
to DpC, p, c, µ, Iq for some C, p, c, and µ.

Consider the map shift : DpCqZ Ñ DpCqZ defined by

shiftppgnq
8
´8q “ pgn`1q

8
´8

and let ψ0 : DpCqZ Ñ GLpV,Kq be ψ0ppgnqq “ g0. The subsets DpC, p, c, µ,Zq are
shift-invariant and automatically verify the hypothesis of Theorem 2.13.

Proposition 2.16 (Bochi-Potrie-S. [5, Proposition 2.4]). For each sequence x “
pgnq P DpC, p, µ, c,Zq, the limits:

Fx :“ lim
nÑ`8

Up
`

g´1g´2 ¨ ¨ ¨ g´n
˘

,

Ex :“ lim
nÑ`8

Ud´p
`

g´1
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ g´1

n´2g
´1
n´1

˘

,

exist and are uniform over DpC, p, µ, c,Zq. Moreover, F dominates E and E ‘ F
is a dominated splitting for the linear cocycle over the shift defined above.

By a compactness argument, the theorem above ensures transversality for Car-
tan attractors and repellers computed in finite, but sufficiently long, sequences of
matrices:

Lemma 2.17 (Bochi-Potrie-S. [5, Lemma 2.5]). Given C ą 1, µ ą 0, and c ą 0,
there exist L P N and δ ą 0 with the following properties. Suppose that I Ă Z is an
interval and tgiuiPI is an element of DpC, p, c, µ, Iq. If n ă k ă m all belong to I
and mintk ´ n,m´ ku ą L then:

>
`

Uppgk´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ gn`1gnq, Ud´ppg
´1
k g´1

k`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ g
´1
m´1

˘

ą δ .

2.3. Hyperbolic groups. The last source of preliminaries comes from geometric
group theory. Here we recall basic facts about hyperbolic groups and cone types.

Let Γ be a finitely generated group. We fix a finite symmetric generating set S
and denote by | | the associated word length: for γ P Γ ´ teu we denote by |γ| the
least number of elements of S needed to write γ as a word on S, and define the
induced distance dΓpγ, ηq “ |γ

´1η|. A geodesic segment on Γ is a sequence tαiu
k
0 of

elements in Γ such that dΓpαi, αjq “ |i´ j|.
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In the paper we will be only interested in word-hyperbolic groups, namely such
that the metric space pΓ, | |q is Gromov hyperbolic. Following the footprints of [5],
our analysis will be based on the study of cone types, and natural objects associated
to them.

2.3.1. Cone types. In the paper we follow Cannon’s original definition of cone types,
which is more convenient for our geometric purposes, but the reader should be
warned that the definition used in [5] is slightly different

Definition 2.18. The cone type of γ P Γ is defined by

Cpγq “ tη P Γ : |γη| “ |η| ` |γ|u.

Notice that if η P Cpγq then

dΓpγ
´1, ηq “ |γη| “ |η| ` |γ| “ |η| ` |γ´1| “ dΓpe, ηq ` dΓpe, γ

´1q,

i.e. there exists a geodesic segment through e with endpoints γ´1 and η. Recip-
rocally, the endpoint of a geodesic segment starting at γ´1 and passing through e
necessarily belongs to Cpγq.

e

γ´1
Γ

Cpγq

Figure 1. The cone type of γ P Γ

A fundamental result of Cannon is that, provided Γ is hyperbolic, there are only
finitely many cone types, and the cone type of a word γ only depends on a bounded
suffix of γ (see for example Bridson-Heafliger [11, p. 455] or Coornaert-Delzant-
Papadopoulos [15, p. 145]).

2.3.2. The geodesic automaton. See Bridson-Haefliger [11, p. 456].
Given a cone type C and a P S X C, one easily checks that for every γ P Γ with

Cpγq “ C one gets

aCpγaq Ă Cpγq.

Furthermore it is easy to verify that in such case the cone type Cpγaq doesn’t depend
on γ (see for example [15, Lemma 4.3]), and, with a slight abuse of notation we will
denote such cone type a ¨ C.

The geodesic automaton of Γ (this also depends on S) is the labelled graph G

defined as follows:

‚ the vertices are the cone types of Γ;
‚ there is an edge C1

a
ÝÑ C2 from vertex C1 to vertex C2, labelled by a generator

a P S, iff a P C1 and C2 “ a ¨ C1.
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Since Γ is hyperbolic there are only finitely many cone types and thus the geodesic
automaton has a finite number of vertices.

Let us explain the relation with geodesics. Consider a geodesic segment pγ0, γ1, . . . , γ`q
that is, a sequence of elements of Γ such that dpγn, γmq “ |n ´ m|, and as-
sume that γ0 “ id. Then, there are a0, . . . a`´1 in a generating set S such that
γn “ a0a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ an´1. Note that for each n, the following is an edge of the geodesic
automaton graph G:

Cpγnq
an
ÝÝÑ Cpγn`1q.

Thus we obtain a (finite) walk on G starting from the vertex Cpidq. Conversely, for
each such walk we may associate a geodesic segment starting at the identity.

Let us define also the recurrent geodesic automaton as the maximal recurrent
subgraph G˚ of G; its vertices are called recurrent cone types.

Let ΛΓ be the subset of all bi-infinite labelled sequences of G˚. It is a closed
shift-invariant subset of pG˚qZ and the induced dynamical system shift : ΛΓ Ñ ΛΓ

is a sofic shift (as in Lind-Marcus [38]).
The following concept that will be useful in Section 5.

Definition 2.19. Given an integer k we say that two cone types C1,C2 are k-nested
if there is a path of length k in the geodesic automaton from C1 to C2. In this case
there an element β P Γ with |β| “ k and such that βC2 Ă C1.

Since Γ is hyperbolic, there are only finitely many cone types, therefore, for every
k, there are only finitely many k-nested pairs of elements (however, as soon as Γ is
non-elementary, the number of k-nested pairs grows exponentially with k).

Lemma 2.20. If tαiu Ă Γ is a geodesic, then the pair pCpαiq,Cpαi`kqq is k-nested.

Proof. As pαiqi is a geodesic, for every i, k there exists βi,k with αi`k “ αiβi,k and
|αi`k| “ |αi| ` |βi,k|. If x then belongs to Cpαi`kq, βi,kx belongs to Cpαkq: indeed
|αi|` |βi,kx| ě |αipβi,kxq| “ |αi`kx| “ |αi|` |βi,k|` |x| ě |αi|` |βi,kx| As the same
argument shows that |βi,kx| “ |βi,k| ` |x|. The word βi,k labels the desired path in
the geodesic automaton.

�

2.3.3. Coverings of the Gromov boundary. Recall that, as Γ is Gromov hyperbolic,
its boundary BΓ, consisting of equivalence classes of geodesic rays, is well defined
up to homeomorphism. We associate to every cone type C a subset of BΓ, the cone
type at infinity, by considering limit points of geodesic rays starting on e and totally
contained in C :

C8 “ trpαiqs|pαiq geodesic ray , α0 “ e, αi P Cu.

It follows from the discussion in the previous paragraph that every point in BΓ is
contained in at least one of the sets C8. As there are only finitely many cone types,
we obtain a finite covering of BΓ by considering U “ tC8pγqu. Starting from this
covering we will construct new coverings that will serve as our Sullivan shadows:

Lemma 2.21. Given T ą 0, the family of open sets

UT – tγC8pγq : |γ| ě T u

defines an open covering of BΓ.
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γ

e

Γ

Figure 2. The set γ ¨ C8pγq

Proof. We have to check that every point x P BΓ is covered, but this is evident since
considering a geodesic ray tαiu

8
0 in Γ starting from e converging to x, one has that

for all i, x P αiC8pαiq, see Figure 2. �

3. Anosov representations

Anosov representations from fundamental groups of negatively curved closed
manifolds to PGLpd,Rq were introduced by Labourie [36] and generalized by Guichard-
W. [27] to any hyperbolic group. In this section we will generalize to non-Archimedean
local fields the work of [5], which provides a simplified definition3.

3.1. Anosov representations and dominated splittings. Let Γ be a discrete
group of finite type, fix a finite symmetric generating set SΓ and denote by | | the
associated word length.

Definition 3.1. Consider p P J1, d ´ 1K. A representation ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq is
tapu-Anosov4 if there exist positive constants c, µ such that for all γ P Γ one has

σp`1

σp

`

ρpγq
˘

ď ce´µ|γ|. (8)

A ta1u-Anosov representations will be called projective Anosov.

One has the following direct remark.

Remark 3.2 (Bochi-Potrie-S.). Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be tapu-Anosov. Given a

geodesic tαiuiPZ let us denote by αi “ α´1
i`1αi P SΓ, then we have

`

ρpαiq
˘

iPZ
P DpC, p, c, µ,Zq

where c, µ come from equation (8) and C “ maxt}ρpaq} : a P SΓu. Note also that
`

ρpαiq
˘

iPZ
P DpC, d´ p, c, µ,Zq,

and thus Theorem 2.13 provides the following splittings of Kd

Ep
pρpαiqq

‘ F d´p
pρpαiqq

and Ed´p
pρpαiqq

‘ F p
pρpαiqq

,

3Morse actions on Euclidean buildings (and thus in particular Anosov subgroups of PGLdpKq

when K is non-Archimedean) were already defined by Kapovich-Leeb-Porti [31, Definition 5.35],
the interest of such concept was also suggested in Géritaud-Guichard-Kassel-W. [24, Remark 1.6
(a)].

4In the language of Bochi-Potrie-S. [5, Section 3.1] a tapu-Anosov representation is called

p-dominated.
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with the obvious inclusions according to dimension. By domination, these four bun-
dles vary continuously in DpC, p, c, µ,Zq XDpC, d´ p, c, µ,Zq. Finally, Proposition
2.16 yields, for k P tp, d´ pu and m ě 0

Ukpρpαmqq “ Ukpα
´1
0 ¨ ¨ ¨α´1

m q Ñ Ekpρpαiqq

and
Ukpρpα´mqq “ Ukpα´1 ¨ ¨ ¨α´mq Ñ F kpρpαiqq

as mÑ8.

Using dominated splittings it is possible to deduce strong angle estimates be-
tween Cartan attractors along geodesic rays through the origin; for example the
next result is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.17.

Proposition 3.3 (Bochi-Potrie-S.). Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be a tapu-Anosov repre-
sentation. Then there exists η ą 0 and L P N such that for every geodesic segment
pαiq

k
0 in Γ through e with |α0|, |αk| ě L one has

>

´

Up
`

ρpαkq
˘

, Ud´p
`

ρpα0q
˘

¯

ą η.

Bochi-Potrie-S. [5] applied the theory of dominated splittings to the sofic shift
ΛΓ Ñ ΛΓ induced by the recurrent geodesic automaton (see Section 2.3.2), to get
an easy proof of openness of Anosov representations. Their proof easily extends to
every local field:

Proposition 3.4. The set of tapu-Anosov representations is open in hompΓ,PGLdpKqq.

Proof. A representation ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq induces a linear cocycle Aρ over ΛΓ,
which admits a dominated splitting if and only if the representation ρ is tapu-
Anosov. Observe that the cocycle Aρ varies continuously with the representation,
since it only depends on the value of ρ on a generating set of Γ. Since, by Proposition
2.14, having a dominated splitting is an open condition on the space of cocycles,
the result follows. �

3.2. Boundary maps. From now on we will assume that Γ is a word hyperbolic
group. This is not a restriction: Kapovich-Leeb-Porti proved that the only groups
admitting Anosov representations are hyperbolic [31, Theorem 6.15] (cfr. also
Bochi-Potrie-S. [5] for a different proof in the Archimedean case and S. [47] for
the extension of this proof to the non-Archimedean case). We can thus talk freely
about the Gromov boundary BΓ.

An important property of tapu-Anosov representations is that they admit equi-
variant boundary maps:

Proposition 3.5 (Bochi-Potrie-S. [5, Proposition 4.9 ]). If ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq is
tapu-Anosov, then for any geodesic ray tγnu with endpoint x, the limits

ξpρpxq :“ lim
nÑ8

Uppρpγnqq ξd´pρ pxq :“ lim
nÑ8

Ud´ppρpγnqq

exist and do not depend on the ray; they define continuous ρ-equivariant transverse
maps ξp : BΓ Ñ GppK

dq, ξd´p : BΓ Ñ Gd´ppK
dq.

Proof. The proof in [5, Proposition 4.9] works without modification in our context:
despite Uppρpγnqq is not uniquely defined, Lemma 2.3 (2) guarantees that, for every
choice of Uppρpγnqq, the sequence tUppρpγnqqu is Cauchy, and therefore has a limit;
furthermore, since any pair of geodesic rays defining x is at bounded distance,
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Lemma 2.3 (2) shows that the limit doesn’t depend on the chosen sequence, and
the maps are continuous. The equivariance follows from Lemma 2.3 (3). �

The uniformity of the limits in Proposition 3.5 can be quantified explicitly (cfr.
[5, Lemma 4.7]). This will be useful in the proof of Theorem 7.1:

Lemma 3.6. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be tapu-Anosov. Then there exist constants
C, µ such that for every x P αC8pαq

dpξppxq, Uppαqq ď Ce´µ|α|.

In particular, given ε ą 0 there exists L P N such that
ď

γ:|γ|ěL

Up
`

ρpγq
˘

Ă Nεpξ
p
ρpBΓqq.

Proof. If x P αC8pαq there exists a geodesic ray pαiqiPN through α with endpoint
x. In particular we get

dpUp
`

ρpαq
˘

, ξpρpxqq ď
ÿ

iě|α|

dpUp
`

ρpαiq
˘

, Up
`

ρpαi`1q
˘

q ď c
ÿ

iě|α|

e´µi.

Here the first inequality is a consequence of the triangular inequality, the second
follows from Lemma 2.3 (2).

The second statement follows since, as Γ is word hyperbolic, there is a constant
D such that, for every γ P Γ we can choose a geodesic ray pαiqiPN, and k P N such
that dpγ, αkq ď D. This implies that γ “ αkh with |h| ď D. Let x be the endpoint
of the geodesic pαiqiPN. Then

dpU1

`

ρpγq
˘

, ξ1
ρpxqq ď dpU1

`

ρpαkhq
˘

, U1

`

ρpαkq
˘

q ` dpUppρpαiqq, ξ
ppxqqq.

�

Bochi-Potrie-S. [5] observed that the boundary map has an explicit character-
ization in term of the linear cocycle Aρ over the sofic shift ΛΓ (described in the
proof of Proposition 3.4). Recall from Definition 2.11 that whenever a cocycle
Aρ : ΛΓ ˆK

d Ñ ΛΓ ˆK
d has a dominated splitting we denote by E (resp. F ) the

stable (resp. unstable) bundle.

Proposition 3.7 ( [5, Proposition 5.2]). Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be tapu-Anosov. Let
x, y P BΓ and pαiq

8
´8 P ΛΓ a geodesic from y to x. Then one has

ξppxq “ Ep
pρpαiqq

and ξd´ppyq “ F d´p
pρpαiqq

.

As a corollary we can follow [5] and generalize to the non-Archimedean case the
following important fact originally proved by Labourie [36] and Guichard-W. [27].

Corollary 3.8. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be tapu-Anosov. The boundary maps ξp :
BΓ Ñ GppK

dq, ξd´p : BΓ Ñ Gd´ppK
dq vary continuously with the representation.

Proof. This follows at once from the arguments in the proof of Propositions 3.4 and
3.7, as splittings vary continuously with the cocycles by Proposition 2.14. �

The boundary map, which is unique, gives a realization of the boundary BΓ in
PpKdq, a space where the dynamics is governed by ratios of semi-homothecy ratios
of elements in the projective linear group. To stress this fact and the dependence
on ρ we introduce the following notation, which will be heavily used in the rest
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of the paper: if ρ : Γ Ñ GLdpKq is a tapu-Anosov representation with equivariant
boundary map ξp, and x P BΓ, we will write

xpρ :“ ξppxq.

We noticed that this notation improves readability of many formulas and conve-
niently stresses the dependence of ξ on ρ.

3.3. Geometric estimates. We conclude the section on Anosov representations
collecting a number of geometric lemmas that will be useful in later on. The first
result provides the quantification we will need of the following geometric principle:
endpoints of a geodesics through the origin are uniformly far in the visual boundary,
the same holds for their image under the boundary map associated to an Anosov
representation.

Lemma 3.9. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be tapu-Anosov representation. Then there
exists ν ą 0, depending only on ρ such that: if tαiuiPZ Ă Γ is a geodesic through id
with endpoints x, z P BΓ, then for all i P Z one has

>pρ
`

α´1
i

˘

xpρ, ρ
`

α´1
i

˘

zd´pρ q ą ν.

Proof. Recall that we denote by DpC, d ´ p, c, µ,Zq the compact, shift invari-
ant space of dominated sequences (cfr. Definition 2.15). The bundle DpC, d ´
p, c, µ,Zq ˆ Kd admits a dominated splitting Ep ‘ F d´p and, by by compactness,
we get

ν “ inf
tgiuPDpC,d´p,c,µ,Zq

>pEp
pgiq

, F d´p
pgiq

q ą 0.

Remark 3.2 implies that, since ρ is tapu-Anosov, pρpαiqqiPZ P DpC, d´p, c, µ,Zq,
furthermore one directly computes that

ψnppρpα´1
i`1αiqqiPZ, vq “ ppρpα

´1
i`1αiqqi´nPZ, ρ

`

α´1
n

˘

vq.

As we know from Proposition 2.16 that

xpρ “ lim
iÑ8

Uppρpαiqq “ Ep
pρpαqiq

and

zd´pρ “ lim
iÑ8

Ud´ppρpα´iqq “ F d´p
pρpαqiq

,

we deduce that for all i P Z one has

>pρ
`

α´1
i

˘

xpρ, ρ
`

α´1
i

˘

zd´pρ q ą ν.

�

The next lemma will be crucial in Section 6. It quantifies how the inverse of
elements in a geodesic expand the distances exponentially in neighbourhoods of
their Cartan attractors; this should be compared with [5, Corollary A.14]:

Lemma 3.10. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be tapu-Anosov. There exist positive constants
c, µ, δ depending only on ρ, and L P N such that, for every geodesic ray tαiuiPN Ă Γ,
with α0 “ id and endpoint x, every i ě L, and every z, w P BΓ satisfying zpρ , w

p
ρ P

Bδpx
p
ρq, and ρpα´1

i qtz
p
ρ , w

p
ρu Ă Bδpρpα

´1
i qx

p
ρq, we have

dpρpα´1
i qw

p
ρ, ρpα

´1
i qz

p
ρq ě ceµidpwpρ, z

p
ρq.
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Proof. We complete the ray tαiuiPN to a biinfinite geodesic tαiuiPZ with second
endpoint y. The sequence s “ tρpα´1

i`1αiquiPZ belongs to DpC, p, c, µ,Zq. It follows
from Propositions 2.16 and 3.5 that the sequence s has the dominated splitting
E ‘F where Fs “ xpρ and Es “ yd´pρ . So that there exist constants µ, c1 such that

mpρpα´1
i q|yd´pρ

q

}ρpα´1
i q|xpρ}

ě c1e
µi.

Since, by Lemma 3.9, the angles >pxpρ, y
d´p
ρ q and >pρpα´1

i qx
p
ρ, ρpα

´1
i qy

d´p
ρ q are

bounded below by a uniform constant ν, we can apply Lemma 2.8 with P “ xpρ,

Q “ yd´pρ and g “ ρpαiq
´1 and get

dpρpα´1
i qw

p
ρ, ρpα

´1
i qz

p
ρq ě b

mpρpα´1
i q|yd´pρ

q

}ρpα´1
i q|xpρ}

dpwpρ, z
p
ρq.

�

4. An upper bound on the Hausdorff dimension of the limit set

In this section we will prove the following upper bound, this result is indepen-
dently obtained by Glorieux-Monclair-Tholozan [23] for Archimedean K. Recall
from the introduction that if ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq is projective Anosov then ha1

ρ is the
critical exponent of the Dirchlet series

s ÞÑ
ÿ

γPΓ

ˆ

σ2

σ1

`

ρpγq
˘

˙s

.

We denote by HffpAq the Hausdorff dimension of a subset A Ă PpKdq for the metric
induced by a good norm on Kd.

Proposition 4.1. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be ta1u-Anosov, then Hffpξ1pBΓqq ď ha1
ρ .

Recall that for a metric space pΛ, dq and for s ą 0 its s-capacity is defined as

HspΛq “ inf
ε

#

ÿ

UPU

diamUs : U is a covering of Λ with sup
UPU

diamU ă ε

+

and that

HffpΛq “ infts : HspΛq “ 0u “ supts : HspΛq “ 8u. (9)

In order to prove Proposition 4.1 we will analyze the image, under the bounary
map ξ1 of the covering UT described in subsection 2.3.3, whose elements consist of
images of cone types at infinity under sufficiently big group elements. The following
crucial lemma will allow us to show that the images of the boundaries of cone types
transform as expected under group elements:

Lemma 4.2. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be a projective Anosov representation. Then
there exist δ ą 0, L P N such that for all γ P Γ with |γ| ą L and every x P C8pγq
one has

>px1
ρ, Ud´1pρpγ

´1qqq ą δ.

Proof. By definition of Cpγq, for all x P C8pγq there exists a geodesic ray tαiu
8
0

in Γ with α0 “ γ´1 and αi Ñ x as i Ñ 8. The lemma then follows combining
Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 3.5. �
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4.1. Proof of Proposition 4.1. For each T ą 0 consider the covering UT of BΓ
given by Lemma 2.21. By definition, U “ Uγ P UT is of the form γC8pγq for some
γ P Γ with |γ| ě T.

Lemma 4.2 implies that there exists δ such that for every x P C8pγq one has

d
´

x1
ρ, Ud´1

`

ρpγ´1q
˘

¯

ě δ

and thus Lemma 2.5 applied to ρpγq implies that

d
´

ρpγqx1
ρ, U1

`

ρpγq
˘

¯

ď
1

δ

σ2

σ1

`

ρpγq
˘

which implies that

diam ξpUγq ď
2

δ

σ2

σ1

`

ρpγq
˘

ď Ce´µT .

In particular supUPUT diamU is arbitrarily small as T Ñ8. Hence,

Hs
`

ξ1pBΓq
˘

ď inf
T

ÿ

UPUT

`

diam ξ1pUq
˘s
ď

ˆ

2

δ

˙s

inf
T

ÿ

γ:|γ|ěT

ˆ

σ2

σ1

`

ρpγq
˘

˙s

.

By definition, if s ą ha1
ρ then the Dirichlet series Φa1

ρ psq is convergent (recall eq.
(1)). Hence, for every s ą ha1

ρ one has

lim
TÑ8

ÿ

γ:|γ|ěT

ˆ

σ2

σ1

`

ρpγq
˘

˙s

“ 0,

which implies that the s-capacity Hspξ1pBΓqq vanishes and thus Hffpξ1pBΓqq ď ha1
ρ .

5. Local conformality and Hausdorff dimension

The goal of this section is to find a class of representations for which the equality
in Proposition 4.1 holds. This happens in three steps.

- In Section 5.1 we study the thickened cone types X8pαq, these are a thick-
ening, in PpKdq, of the image by ξ1 of C8pαq for a given α, and define the
locally conformal points.

- In Section 5.2 we prove that if x is a locally conformal point, then there
is a geodesic ray αi Ñ x such that the sets ρpαiqX8pαiq behave coarsely
like balls around x; the harder inequality is the lower containment, which
is achieved in Corollary 5.10.

- In Section 5.3 we define a measure that behaves like an Ahlfors regular
measure for the sets αX8pαq. Putting this together with the previous sec-
tion, arguments coming from Sullivan’s original paper allow us to conclude
the desired equality, provided we can guarantee existence of many locally
conformal points, this is the purpose of Section 5.4.

5.1. Thickened cone types at infinity and locally conformal points. Let
ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be projective Anosov, it follows from Proposition 3.3 that there is
a positive lower bound on the distance of Cartan attractors and repellers of geodesic
rays through the origin. Such number will play an important role in our study:

Definition 5.1. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be projective Anosov, and let L be fixed big
enough. The least angle δρ is

δρ “ inf sin
´

>

´

U1

`

ρpαkq
˘

, Ud´1

`

ρpα´mq
˘

¯
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where pαiqiPZ ranges among biinfinite geodesics through the origin, and k,m ą L.

We consider coverings of ξpBΓq obtained by translating thickened cone types at
infinity :

X8pαq :“ Nδρ{2pξ
1
ρpC8pαqqq X ξ

1pBΓq.

By construction the sets X8pαq are corsely balls of ξ1pBΓq centered at points in
ξ1pC8pαqq:

Remark 5.2. For every α in Γ, and every x P C8pαq, the thickened cone type at
infinity X8pαq contains a ball centered at the point x1

ρ of uniform radius:

Bpx1
ρ, δρ{2q X ξ

1pBΓq Ă X8pαq

Thanks to Proposition 3.3 we can control how thickened cone types shrink under
the action of group elements:

Lemma 5.3. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be projective Anosov. Then there exist K,L
such that, for every z1

ρ, w
1
ρ P X8pαiq, and every i ą L,

dpαiz
1
ρ, αiw

1
ρq ď K

σ2

σ1
pρpαiqq dpz

1
ρ, w

1
ρq.

Proof. The proof is analogue to the one of Lemma 2.8, we borrow some notation
from that section. As ρ is projective Anosov we have dpz1

ρ, Ud´1pα
´1
i qq ą δρ{2

(Lemma 4.2). In particular, if we choose P “ α´1
i U1pαiq, Q “ Ud´1pα

´1
i q and

denote by Lz :“ Lz1ρ,P and Mz :“ Lρpαiqz1ρ,ρpαiqP , we have

dpρpαiqz
1
ρ, ρpαiqw

1
ρq ď }Mw ´Mz} “ }pg|Qq}}Lw ´ Lz}}g|

´1
gP }.

The estimate follows since, as dpz1
ρ, Ud´1pα

´1
i qq ą δρ{2 there exists K such that

}Lw ´ Lz} ď Kdpz1
ρ, w

1
ρq. �

Corollary 5.4. If ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq is projective Anosov, and x P αiC8pαiq

ρpαiqX8pαiq Ă B

ˆ

x1
ρ,K

σ2

σ1
pρpαiqq

˙

X ξpBΓq.

In particular, if tαiu
8
1 is a geodesic ray with endpoint x, the sets ρpαqX8pαq

form a fundamental system of open neighbourhoods of x in ξpBΓq (cfr. Figure 3).

x1
ρ

ξ1pBΓq

Figure 3. The sets of the form ρpαiqX8pαiq for a geodesic ray tαiu

with endpoint x are the intersections of thinner and thinner ellipses
with the limit curve.

Definition 5.5 gives conditions guaranteeing that the sets ρpαqX8pαq are coarsely
balls whose sizes we can precisely estimate. Given g P GLdpKq we denote by

1 ď p1pgq ă . . . ă pkpgqpgq ă d

the indices of the gaps of g.
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Definition 5.5. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be projective Anosov. We say that x P BΓ is
a pε, Lq-locally conformal point for ρ if there exists a geodesic ray tαiu

8
0 in Γ based

at the identity and with endpoint x such that the following conditions hold:

(i) for all big enough i one has p2pαiq “ p2 does not depend on i,
(ii) for every i ą L, and for every z P X8pαiq one has

sin
´

>
`

z1
ρ ‘ ρpα

´1
i qx

1
ρ, Ud´p

`

ρpα´1
i q

˘˘

¯

ą ε.

Ud´ppρpα
´1
i qq

z1
ρρpα´1

i qx
1
ρ

ξpBΓq

Figure 4. The third condition in Definition 5.5.

Note that, in general, the index p2 might depend on the point x and we do not
require that the representation ρ is tap2u-Anosov. In the special case when ρ is
ta1, a2u-Anosov, the condition piq is automatically satisfied with p2 “ 2, but piiq
can only hold if the dimension of BΓ is very small (cfr. Corollary 6.6).

Remark 5.6. A generic element g P PGLpV q has p2pgq “ 2. Nevertheless there
are many interesting geometric situations in which condition piq holds for p2 ą 2.
For example if g is a generic element in SOpm,nq, we have that Λmg P SLpV q has
p2pΛ

mgq “ n ´ m ` 1, so one can enforce p2 ą 2 by considering representations
in smaller subgroups. In Section 8.1 we will describe another interesting class of
examples.

5.2. Neighborhoods of locally conformal points that are coarsely balls.
We will now show that if x is a locally conformal point for ρ, and αi Ñ x is a
geodesic ray, then the sets ρpαiqX8pαiq are coarsely balls centered at x1

ρ of ra-

dius σ2{σ1pρpαiqq for the distance on ξ1
ρpBΓq induced by d, this will be achieved in

Corollary 5.10, and motivated the terminology locally conformal.

Proposition 5.7. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be projective Anosov. There exist L such
that, for every pε, Lq-locally conformal point x, there exists a geodesic ray tαiu

8
0

from the identity with endpoint x, such that for every i ą L and every z P X8pαiq
it holds

ε

4

σ2

σ1

`

ρpαiq
˘

¨ dpz1
ρ, pα

´1
i xq1ρq ď dppαizq

1
ρ, x

1
ρq.

Proof. Let W :“ z1
ρ ‘ pα

´1
i xq1ρ. As x is pε, Lq-locally conformal, for every i ą L,

we have dpW,Ud´ppρpα
´1
i qqq ą ε. In particular, for every i ą L it holds

σ2

σ1
pρpαiq|W q ě ε

σp
σ1
pρpαiqq “ ε

σ2

σ1
pρpαiqq.
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Here the last equality is due to the fact that p is the first gap for ρpαiq and thus
σp
`

ρpαiq
˘

“ σ2

`

ρpαiq
˘

.

Furthermore ρpα´1
i qu2pρpαiq|W q “W XUd´1

`

ρpα´1
i q

˘

, and then, since ρ is pro-

jective Anosov and z1
ρ P X8pαq, we have dpz1

ρ, ρpα
´1
i qu2pρpαiq|W qq ą δρ{2, where

δρ is the constant from Definition 5.1. This implies that we can find L depending

on ρ and ε only such that for every i ą L

dpρpαiqz
1
ρ, u1pαi|W qq ă dpρpαiqz

1
ρ, u1pαiqq ` dpu1pαiq, u1pαi|W qq ă 1{

?
2.

The proposition then follows from Corollary 2.9. �

Recall from Definition 2.19 that we say that a pair of cone types pCpα1q,Cpα2qq of
Γ are k-nested if there exists a path in the geodesic automaton of lenght k between
Cpα1q and Cpα2q. In this case we say that β P Γ is a nesting word if β labels one
such path.

Lemma 5.8. For every L big enough (depending only on ρ) there exists a constant
c (depending on ρ and L) such that for every L-nested pair pCpα1q,Cpα2qq and any
nesting word β it holds

(i) ρpβqX8pα2q Ă X8pα1q

(ii) for every z1
ρ P ξpβC8pα2qq and every w1

ρ P X8pα1qzρpβqX8pα2q, it holds

dpz1
ρ, w

1
ρq ą c.

Proof.
(i) By definition of δρ and X8pα2q we can find L big enough so that, if |β| ą L,

every point in X8pα2q is far from Ud´1

`

ρpβ´1q
˘

. Up to possibly enlarging
L we can assume, by Lemma 2.5, that ρpβq contracts distances on X8pα2q

so that

ρpβqX8pα2q Ď Nδρ{2pρpβqξ
1
ρpC8pα2qqq X ξpBΓq Ď X8pα1q.

(ii) Since, by construction, X8pα2q contains the intersection of ξ1
ρpBΓq with a

ball around any point z1
ρ P ξ

1
ρpC8pα2qq of radius δρ{2, the set ρpβqX8pα2q

contains the intersection of ξ1
ρpBΓq with the ball around any point z1

ρ P

ρpβqξ1
ρpC8pα2qq of radius

δρ
2

σd
σ1

`

ρpβq
˘

:

σd
σ1
pgq is the smallest contraction for the action of g P SLpd,Kq on PpKdq.

As only finitely many β can occur, the result follows.
�

Combining Proposition 5.7 and Propostion 5.8 we obtain:

Proposition 5.9. There exists c1 depending on ρ only such that, if L is as in
Lemma 5.8 and tαiu Ă Γ is a geodesic ray with endpoint x, for every y with y1

ρ P

ρpαnqX8pαnqzρpαn`LqX8pαn`Lq, it holds

dpy1
ρ, x

1
ρq ě c1

σ2

σ1
pαn`Lq.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.20 that for every n,L the pair pC8pαnq,C8pαn`Lqq
is L-nested. Furthermore, up to choosing L large enough, we can apply Lemma 5.8
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to the pair pC8pαnq,C8pαn`Lqq. If we denote by z :“ α´1
n x and w :“ α´1

n y we
deduce that dpz1

ρ, w
1
ρq ą c. Proposition 5.7 implies then that

dpy1
ρ, x

1
ρq ě

cε

4

σ2

σ1
pαnq ě c1

σ2

σ1
pαn`Lq

Where in the last inequality we used that, as L is fixed the homothecy ratio gap of
αn is uniformly comparable to the one of αn`L. �

As a corollary of Proposition 5.7 we can finally get the main result of the section
(cfr. Figure 3):

Corollary 5.10. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be a projective Anosov; then for every
locally conformal point x P BΓ there exists a geodesic ray αi Ñ x with

B

ˆ

x1
ρ, c1

σ2

σ1

`

ρpαiq
˘

˙

X ξpBΓq Ă ρpαiqX8pαiq.

Proof. This follows from the above proposition by observing that the sets ρpαiqX8pαiq
form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of x1

ρ in ξpBΓq. �

5.3. A regular measure for conformal points. The goal of this section is to
construct, following Patterson’s original idea, a measure, supported on ξ1

ρpBΓq, for
which we can get good estimates on the measure of the cone types. This will be
used, in Section 5.4, to obtain the desired lower bound on the Hausdorff dimension
of the limit set. 5

Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be a projective Anosov representation. We can assume
that

Φρph
a1
ρ q “

ÿ

γPΓ

ˆ

σ2

σ1

`

ρpγq
˘

˙ha1
ρ

“ 8 :

otherwise, as it is standard in Patterson-Sullivan theory, we would carry out the
same construction with the aid of the modified Poincaré series

Φρpsq “
ÿ

γPΓ

f
´

a1

`

ρpγq
˘

¯

ˆ

σ2

σ1
pρpγqq

˙ha1
ρ

,

where fpsq is the function constructed (for example) in Quint [46, Lemma 8.5].
We will therefore assume from now on that the Poincaré series diverges at its

critical exponent; for every s ą ha1
ρ , we define

µsρ “
1

Φρpsq

ÿ

γPΓ

ˆ

σ2

σ1

`

ρpγq
˘

˙s

δU1pρpγqq.

Recall from Section 2.1 that, for every element γ P Γ we chose a Cartan decompo-
sition of ρpγq and therefore a 1-dimensional subspace U1

`

ρpγq
˘

.

One easily checks that for every s ą ha1
ρ the functional f ÞÑ

ş

fdµsρ is continuous

on CpPpKdq,Rq with the uniform topology and hence one can take a weak* accu-
mulation point of µsρ, as s Ñ ha1

ρ , in the space of Radon probability measures on

PpKdq. We will denote such Radon measure by µa1
ρ , (note that we do not show, nor

require, that µa1
ρ is the only accumulation point of µsρ).

5See Remark 5.15 for a comparison with the work of Quint [46]
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Lemma 5.11. For any η P Γ the (signed) measure

εpη, sq :“ η˚µ
s
ρ ´

1

Φρpsq

ÿ

γPΓ

ˆ

σ2

σ1
pρpγqq

˙s

δU1pρpηγqq

weakly* converges to zero as sÑ ha1
ρ .

Proof. Indeed by definition

η˚µ
s
ρ “

1

Φρpsq

ÿ

γPΓ

ˆ

σ2

σ1
pρpγqq

˙s

δρpηqU1pρpγqq.

Furthermore, Lemma 2.3 (3) implies that

dpρpηqU1pρpγqq, U1pρpηγqqq ď }η}}η
´1}

σ2

σ1
ρpγq.

In order to show that εpη, sq converges to zero, it is enough to show that for every
continuous function f : PpV q Ñ R the integral of f on εpη, sq tends to zero as
s converges to ha1

ρ . However every such function f is uniformly continuous, and
therefore for every ε we can find δ such that |fpxq´ fpyq| ă ε{2 if dpx, yq ă δ. It is
then enough to choose s close enough to ha1

ρ so that the mass of µsρ of the elements

γ such that σ1{σ2pγq ă }η}}η
´1}{δ is smaller than ε

2}f} . �

One has the following proposition (compare with Sullivan’s shadow Lemma [52]).

Proposition 5.12. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be a projective Anosov representation,
then for all η P Γ one has

ˆ

σd
σ1
pρpηqq

˙ha1
ρ

ď
µa1
ρ pρpηqX8pηqq

µa1
ρ pX8pηqq

ď
4

δ2
ρ

ˆ

σ2

σ1
pρpηqq

˙ha1
ρ

.

Recall that there are finitely many cone types, so the number µa1
ρ pX8pηqq is an

irrelevant constant.

Proof. Consider s ą hσρ , η P Γ and a continuous function f : PpKdq Ñ R. One has

µsρpf ˝ ρpηq
´1q “

1

Φρpsq

ÿ

γPΓ

ˆ

σ2

σ1
pρpγqq

˙s

f
`

ρpη´1qU1pρpγqq
˘

“ εpη´1, sqpfq `
1

Φρpsq

ÿ

γPΓ

ˆ

σ2

σ1
pρpηγqq

˙s

fpU1pρpγqqq (10)

“ εpη´1, sqpfq `
1

Φρpsq

ÿ

γPΓ

ˆ

σ2

σ1
pρpηγqq

σ1

σ2
pρpγqq

˙sˆ
σ2

σ1
pρpγqq

˙s

fpU1pρpγqqq,

where εpη´1, sq is the term estimated in Lemma 5.11, so that εpη´1, sqpfq converges
to zero when sÑ ha1

ρ .
Assume that the support of f contains X8pηq in its interior and s is close enough

to ha1
ρ . Then only big enough γ’s are relevant, and together with Proposition 3.3 this

implies that if fpU1pρpγqqq ą 0 then sinp>pU1pρpγqq, Ud´1pρpηqqqq ą εf , for some εf
depending on the support of f. Note that εf approaches δρ{2 as supp f Ñ X8pηq.
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Choosing a sequence sk Ñ ha1
ρ such that µskρ Ñ µa1

ρ one has, using Lemma 2.6 and
equation (10), that, for any such f

µa1
ρ pf ˝ ρpηq

´1q “ lim
skÑhσρ

µskρ pf ˝ ρpηq
´1q ď

4

δ2
ρ

ˆ

σ2

σ1
pρpηqq

˙ha1
ρ

µa1
ρ pfq.

By continuity of f ÞÑ µa1
ρ pfq, one concludes the desired upper bound. The lower

bound follows similarly.
�

Since cone types shrink to any given point of BΓ one has the following conse-
quences of Proposition 5.12.

Corollary 5.13. The measure µa1
ρ has total support and no atoms.

Proof. If αi is a geodesic ray converging to x then ρpαiqX8pαiq is a family of
open neighborhoods decreasing to x, and since ρ is projective Anosov one has
pσ2{σ1qpρpαiqq Ñ 0 as iÑ8. As µa1

ρ is a Radon measure we have on the one hand

µa1
ρ ptxuq “ inftµa1

ρ pρpαiqX8pαiqqu ď
4

δ2
ρ

ˆ

σ2

σ1
pρpηqq

˙ha1
ρ

,

on the other hand for every open set A intersecting ξpBΓq we can find α such that
ρpαiqX8pαiq is contained in A, and thus

µa1
ρ pAq ě µa1

ρ pρpαiqX8pαiqqq ě

ˆ

σd
σ1
pρpηqq

˙ha1
ρ

.

�

5.4. When conformal points are abundant. Denote by

LCpρq “ tx P BΓ : x is locally conformal for ρu.

We can now prove the following.

Theorem 5.14. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be a projective Anosov representation. If
µa1
ρ pLCpρqq ą 0, then

Hffpξ1
ρpBΓqq “ ha1

ρ .

Proof. As we already established in Proposition 4.1, Hffpξ1
ρpBΓqq ď ha1

ρ , so we
only need to show the reverse inequality. The proof will follow the main ideas
in Sullivan’s original work [52], using Corollary 5.10 and Proposition 5.12 as key
replacement for the conformality of a Kleinian group action on its boundary, and
Sullivan’s shadow lemma.

Given x P LCpρq and a geodesic ray tαiu on Γ converging to x, Corollary 5.10
implies that for all i ě N0pxq the set ρpαiqX8pαiq is coarsely (with constants
independent of x) a ball of radius

ripxq “
σ2

σ1

`

ρpαiq
˘

about x1
ρ (for the induced metric on ξ1

ρpBΓq). For convenience, let us denote

r0pxq “
σ2

σ1
pρpαN0qq

the first time where the sets ρpαiqX8pαiq become balls compatible with our chosen
thresholds.
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Proposition 5.12 then states that

µa1
ρ pBpx, ripxqqq ď cripxq

ha1
ρ . (11)

Observe that we can extend equation (11) for any 0 ă r ď r0pxq, up to possibly
worsening the constant c: Since ρ is projective Anosov, the word length of γ P Γ is
coarsely log σ2{σ1pρpγqq, thus

ripxq{ri`1pxq ď Kρ

for some constant Kρ only depending on ρ. Given r it suffices to consider ri`1pxq ď
r ď ripxq and thus

µa1
ρ pBpx, rqq ď c

ˆ

ripxq

ri`1pxq

˙ha1
ρ

ri`1pxq
ha1
ρ ď Lρr

ha1
ρ .

Furthermore, there exists ε such that the set Xε “ tx P LCpρq : r0pxq ě εu has
positive µa1

ρ -mass: follows from the general fact that countable union of sets with
measure 0 has measure 0, since we assumed µa1

ρ pLCpρqq ą 0,
The remainder arguments are verbatim as in Häıssinsky [28, Théorème F.4]. We

include them for completeness: as Xε is a subset of ξpBΓq, it is enough to verify that
HffpξpXεqq ě ha1

ρ ; we will show that, denoting by σ :“ ha1
ρ , we have HσpXεq ą 0.

Indeed let us denote by d :“
µa1
ρ pXεq

2Lρ
. By definition of σ-capacity we can find an

open covering B “ tBpxi, riqu of Xε consisting of balls of radius ri ă ε and such
that

ÿ

rσi ď HσpXεq ` d.

On the other hand we have

µa1
ρ pXεq ď µa1

ρ

˜

ď

i

Bpxi, riq

¸

ď
ÿ

i

µa1
ρ pBpxi, riqq ď

ÿ

i

Lρr
σ
i .

This shows that HspXεq is positive, and concludes the proof.
�

Remark 5.15. Patterson-Sullivan measures in a setup close to ours were exten-
sively studied by Quint [46]. For our geometric applications it is crucial to have
an Ahlfors regular measure of exponent ha1

ρ . Let us denote by G the Zariski clo-
sure of ρpΓq, assume that G is reductive (despite this is not always the case in the
examples we have in mind), and let FG denote the full flag space associated to
G. Quint [46, Theorem 8.4] provides a quasi-invariant measure µ on FG called a
pρpΓq, ha1

ρ a1q-Patterson-Sullivan, with the desired transformation rule, as long as a
tecnical condition is satisfied, namely that the form ha1

ρ a1 is tangent to the growth
indicator function ψρpΓq. In order to guarantee that this is the case we would have
to further assume that the representation ρ is tapu-Anosov, and that p2pρpγqq “ p
for every γ P Γ. The measure µ could then be pushed forward via the projection
FG Ñ PpKdq and the fact that ρ is ta1, apu-Anosov would imply that the new
measure on PpKdq would still be quasi-invariant. However deducing the analogue
of Proposition 5.12 in that setting would require some work as our representations
are, in most interesting cases, not Zariski dense.
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6. pp, q, rq-hyperconvexity

In this section we introduce pp, q, rq-hyperconvex representations, establish geo-
metric properties and provide the link with local conformality.

6.1. Hyperconvex representations. The following definition is inspired from
Labourie [36] for surface groups. Let Γ be a word-hyperbolic group and denote by

Bp3qΓ “ tpx, y, zq P pBΓq3 : pairwise distinctu.

Definition 6.1. Consider p, q, r P J1, d ´ 1K such that p ` q ď d. We say that a
representation ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq is pp, q, rq-hyperconvex if it is tap, aq, aru-Anosov

and for every triple px, y, zq P Bp3qΓ one has

pxpρ ‘ y
q
ρq X z

d´r
ρ “ t0u.

Note that, since p ` q ă d and the representation is tap, aqu-Anosov, the sum
xpρ ` yqρ is necessarily direct. Hence, hyperconvexity implies that p ` q ď r. We
will observe in Corollary 6.6 that ρ can only be pp, q, rq-hyperconvex if r ´ p´ q ě
dimpBΓq ´ 1. Note that we do not require p and q to be different.

Proposition 6.2. The space of pp, q, rq-hyperconvex representations is open in

hompΓ,PGLdpKqq.

Proof. The proof follows the same lines as Labourie [36, Proposition 8.2]. Since
the action of Γ on Bp3qΓ is properly discontinuous and co-compact, given a triple
px, y, zq P Bp3qΓ there exists γ P Γ such that the the points γx, γy and γz are pairwise
far apart. Considering a pp, q, rq-hyperconvex representation ρ, one concludes that
the angles between any pair of the spaces pγxqpρ, pγyq

q
ρ and pγzqd´rρ are bounded

away from zero. Corollary 3.8 states that the Anosov condition is open and that
equivariant maps vary continuously with the representation, hence, since the map
Bp2qΓ Ñ Gp`qpK

dq

pa, bq ÞÑ apρ ‘ b
q
ρ

is continuous away from the diagonal the result follows. �

Since hyperconvexity is an open property, one can provide interesting examples
of hyperconvex representations by looking at representations of the form Γ Ñ GÑ
GLdpKq, where the first arrow is convex co-compact (see Section 7.2) furthermore
hyperconvexity behaves well with field extensions:

Lemma 6.3. Let K Ă F be a field extension, if ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq is pp, q, rq-
hyperconvex then so is ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpFq.

We conclude the subsection providing obstructions to the existence of p1, 1, rq-
hyperconvex representations. A useful tool for this is the stereographic projection:

Definition 6.4. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be ta1, aru-Anosov. Given z P BΓ, the
stereographic projection defined by z (and ρ) is the continuous map

πz,ρ : BΓ´ tzu Ñ PpKd{zd´rρ q

defined as follows: since ρ is ta1u-Anosov, for every point x P BΓ different from z,
the vector space x1

ρ ‘ zd´rρ has dimension d ´ r ` 1 and projects to a line in the

quotient space Kd{zd´rρ ; we define πz,ρpxq P PpK
d{zd´rρ q to be the projectivisation

of this line.
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The following is immediate from the definitions:

Lemma 6.5. If the representation ρ is p1, 1, rq-hyperconvex then for every z P BΓ
the map πz,ρ is continuous and injective.

Proof. The stereographic projection πz,ρ is the composition of the boundary map
ξ1 : BΓztzu Ñ PpKdq with the projection PpKdzzd´rρ q Ñ PpKd{zd´rρ q, which is

algebraic outside the pd´rq-dimensional subspace zd´rρ ; it is well defined as ρ is a1-
Anosov, and is therefore continuous. Injectivity follows directly from the definition
of hyperconvexity. �

Corollary 6.6. If there is no continuous injective map BΓ ´ tzu Ñ PpKrq, then
there is no p1, 1, rq-hyperconvex representation ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq.

6.2. From hyperconvexity to local conformality. We now find a link between
hyperconvexity and local conformality. The following statement is the main tech-
nical result of Section 6, and will be crucial in the proof of Theorem 7.1.

Recall from Section 5.1 that we defined, for every projective Anosov representa-
tion ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq, the thickened cone type at infinity X8pαq as the intersection
of the δρ{2-neighbourhood of ξ1

ρpC8pαqq with the image of the boundary map. In
a similar way, if ρ is tapu-Anosov, we set

Xp
8pαq :“ Nδpρ{2ξ

p
ρpC8pαqq X ξ

p
ρpBΓq,

where δpρ is as estimated in Proposition 3.3.

Proposition 6.7. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be pp, q, rq-hyperconvex. Then there exist
constants L, ε such that for every α P Γ with |α| ą L, for every x P C8pαq and
every y P pξqq´1Xq

8pαq, it holds

sin>pxp ‘ yq, Ud´rpρpα
´1qqq ą ε. (12)

Proof. Choose an auxiliary metric d on BΓ inducing the correct topology, and ob-
serve that there exists ν0 such that, if x, z are endpoints of a geodesic tαiuiPZ
through the origin, for every y P BΓztx, zu there exists n P Z such that

dpα´1
n x, α´1

n zq ą ν0,
dpα´1

n z, α´1
n yq ą ν0,

dpα´1
n x, α´1

n yq ą ν0;

in this case we say that the triple α´1
n px, y, zq is ν0-separated. Indeed we can for ex-

ample choose the distance d induced by our chosen distance on GqpK
dq through the

boundary map ξqρ, the fact that there is a lower bound on the values dpα´1
n x, α´1

n zq
follows from Lemma 3.9, and the fact that we can find a suitable n, such that
both dpα´1

n z, α´1
n yq ą ν0 and dpα´1

n x, α´1
n yq ą ν0 is a consequence of Lemma 3.10

combined with the fact that the action of the images of the generators on GqpK
dq is

uniformly Lipschitz. Observe that it follows from the north-south dynamics of the
action of Γ on BΓ that the set of n for which the triple is ν0-separated is coarsely
an interval of uniformly bounded length.

As the representation ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq is pp, q, rq-hyperconvex we can find ε0

such that if the triple ps, w, tq is ν0-separated one has

sin>pspρ ‘ t
q
ρ, w

d´r
ρ q ą ε0 :

this is guaranteed since the set of ν0-separated triples is compact as the group is
hyperbolic.
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Let us first show that if y is close enough to x (depending on ε0, as well as the
representation ρ), we can find ε1, L1 for which Equation (12) holds.

In order to do so, observe that there exists K depending on Γ only such that, if
x P C8pαq, there exists a bi-infinite geodesic tαiuiPZ and an integer M such that
dpα´M , α

´1q ă K; of course in this case ||α| ´M | ă K. We denote by z be the
second endpoint of such geodesic.

z x
α´M

α´1

e

y

αN

BΓ

Figure 5. The first step in the proof of Proposition 6.7

We furthermore choose N P N such that α´1
N px, y, zq is ν0-separated. The size

of N measures how close y is to x. Using the triangular inequality we get

sin>pxp ‘ yq, Ud´rpρpα
´1qqq ě sin>pUrpρpαN qq, Ud´rpρpα´M qqq

´dpUd´rpρpα´M qq, Ud´rpρpαqqq ´ dppρpαN qppα
´1
N xqp ‘ pα´1

N yqq, UrpρpαN qqq

the first term of the expression is bigger than δrρ provided |α| is big enough by
Lemma 3.3, the second term is smaller than δrρ{3 if |α| is big enough by Lemma

2.3 (2): indeed α´1 “ α´Ma for some a P Γ with |a| ă K. We chose L1 so that
these two conditions are satisfied. In order to prove our claim it is enough to verify
that we can find N0 big enough, depending on the representation only, such that
for every N ě N0, it holds

dpρpαN qppα
´1
N xqp ‘ pα´1

N yqq, UrpρpαN qqq ă δρ{3.

Since zd´rρ and xrρ are far apart and UrpρpαN qq Ñ xrρ as N Ñ 8 uniformly in N ,

the angle between zd´rρ and UrpρpαN qq is bounded below for all positive big enough
N depending only on the representation ρ; using Lemma 2.5 we deduce that

d
´

Ud´r
`

ρpα´1
N q

˘

, ρpα´1
N qz

d´r
ρ

¯

ď
σd´r`1

σd´r
pρpα´1

N qq
1

sin>pzd´rρ , UrpρpαN qqq

and, since the representation is tad´ru-Anosov, the latter quantity is smaller than
ε0{2 for big enough positive N. Thus

dpρpαN qppα
´1
N xqp ‘ pα´1

N yqq, UrpρpαN qqq ă
σr`1

σr
pρpαN qq

2

ε0
,

by Lemma 2.5. This concludes the first step, we can chose ε1 “ δrρ{3, but the
required N might be big.

We are thus left to verify that, up to possibly shrinking ε1 and enlarging L1,
Equation (12) is also verified in case the n for which α´1

n px, y, zq is ν0-far is smaller
than N . Observe that, since the group Γ is finitely generated, and the contraction
ratio of every generator is bounded, we can find C, depending on ρ, such that
dpα´1

n x, α´1
n yq ď Cndpx, yq, and therefore we can find ν1 depending on N only
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such that dpy, xq ą ν1. Since furthermore yqρ P X
q
ρpαq, and thus we have a lower

bound on dpy, zq, we deduce, up to further shrinking ν1, that the triple px, y, zq is
ν1-far. The same argument as above let us deduce that there exists ε2 such that

sin>pxpρ ‘ y
q
ρ, z

d´r
ρ q ą ε2.

It is then enough to chose L2 big enough so that dpzd´rρ , Ud´rpα
´1qq ă ε2{2. The

lemma holds with L “ maxtL1, L2u and ε “ mintε1, ε2u. �

Proposition 6.7 combined with Theorem 5.14 yields the following Hausdorff di-
mension computations.

Corollary 6.8. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex, then

Hffpξ1pBΓqq “ ha1
ρ .

Corollary 6.9. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be p1, 1, rq-hyperconvex. Assume moreover
that for every γ P Γ one has σ2

`

ρpγq
˘

“ σr
`

ρpγq
˘

, then every point of BΓ is locally
conformal for ρ and thus

ha1
ρ “ Hff

`

ξ1pBΓq
˘

.

6.3. Examples: (ir)reducible SL2. The easiest examples of hyperconvex repre-
sentations are induced from representations of SL2pKq (see for example Humphreys’s
book [29] for standard basic facts on the representation theory of SL2).

Recall that for every d P N ´ t0, 1u there is a (unique up to conjugation) irre-
ducible representation ιd : SL2pKq Ñ SLdpKq. This representation is given by the
action of SL2pKq on the symmetric powers Sd´1pK2q, which can be identified with
the space of homogenous polynomials on two variables of degree d ´ 1 with coef-
ficients in K. If we denote by E˚SL2pKq

the weight space, the representation ιd has

highest weight χιd P E˚SL2pKq
given by χιdpxq “ pd´ 1qx.

Let FpSd´1pK2qq denote the full flag space associated to SLpSd´1pK2qq. The
Veronese map ζ : PpK2q Ñ FpSd´1pK2qq is defined by

ζpxq “ tζkpxqud´1
k“1

where ζkp`q is the k-dimensional vector subspace of Sd´1pK2q consisting of polyno-
mials that have xd´k as a factor. It is easy to check that ζ is ιd-equivariant and
the image of an attractor in PpK2q is an attractor in FpSd´1pK2qq.

Remark 6.10. Note that for every pair of distinct points x ‰ y in PpK2q the flags
ζpxq and ζpyq are in general position, i.e. for every k P J1, d´ 1K, it holds ζkpxq X
ζd´kpyq “ t0u.

Moreover, using the transitivity of the SL2pKq-action on transverse pairs, it is
easy to check the following:

Proposition 6.11. Let ζ “ tζiud´1
i“1 be the Veronese embedding of PpK2q into

FpSd´1pK
2qq, then for every triple p`q`r “ d and pairwise distinct x, y, z P PpK2q

one has
ζppxq ‘ ζqpyq ‘ ζrpzq “ Kd.

Corollary 6.12. For every convex cocompact6 subgroup Γ ă SL2pKq, the repre-
sentation ιd|Γ : Γ Ñ SLdpKq is pp, q, rq-hyperconvex for every pp, q, rq such that
r ě p` q. The same holds for small deformations.

6For non-Archimedean fields K, in analogy with the Archimedean case, we say that a repre-
sentation is convex cocompact if it is Anosov, as in Definition 3.1.
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We can obtain many more examples of hyperconvex representations by consid-
ering direct sums of irreducible representations. A representation π : SL2pKq Ñ

SLpV,Kq decomposes in irreducible modules

π “
k
à

1

ιdi ,

where we have ordered d1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě dk. The highest weight χπ P E˚SL2pKq
is χπpxq “

pd1 ´ 1qx. Let us denote by

χp2qπ ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě χpdimV q
π

the remaining weights in decreasing order.

Definition 6.13. Given k P J2,dimV K, we say that π is k-coherent if χ
pkq
π ą d2´1,

equivalently if d1 ą d2 ` 2pk ´ 1q.

An important example of 2-coherent representations are exterior powers:

Example 6.14. For every p P J1, d´ 1K the representation

^pιd : SL2pKq Ñ SLp^pKdq

is 2-coherent.

Proof. Considering a diagonalizable element in SL2pKq one explicitly checks that
the top 3 weights of ^pιd are

- χ^pιd “ d´ 1` . . .` d´ 1´ 2p “ ppd´ pq,

- χ
p2q
^pιd “ χ^pιd ´ 2,

- χ
p3q
^pιd “ χ

p4q
^pιd “ χ^pιd ´ 4.

�

Observe that a representation π is k-coherent if and only if the top k eigen-
lines of a diagonalizable element in πpSL2pKqq belong to the top irreducible factor.
Therefore Definition 6.13 guarantees some hyperconvexity:

Proposition 6.15. Let ρ : Γ Ñ SL2pKq be convex co-compact. If π : SL2pKq Ñ

SLpV,Kq is k-coherent, then π˝ρ is pp, q, kq-hyperconvex for every p, q with p`q ď k.

Proof. Since χpkq ą d2 ´ 1 one has that χpkq ą χpk`1q and thus π ˝ ρ is taku-
Anosov. Coherence implies thus that χplq ą χpl`1q for every l P J1, kK and thus
π ˝ ρ is also tap, aqu-Anosov since both p and q are smaller than k. The remainder
of the statement follows from Lemma 6.11: if N denotes the dimension of V ,
ζpd1 : BΓ Ñ GppS

d´1pK2qq Ă GppV q is the ιd-equivariant map induced by ζ, and

ξlπ : BΓ Ñ GlpV q denotes the boundary map associated to π, we have, for every
l ď k, that ξlπ “ ζld1 and

ξN´lπ “ ζd1´ld1
‘

k
à

i“2

Sdi´1pK2q.

�

In particular Proposition 6.15 can be used to construct example of representa-
tions of Kleinian groups satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 5.14.
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7. Differentiability properties

7.1. Convergence on pairs and bounds on the Hausdorff dimension. The
following result, which follows from Proposition 6.7 is inspired by Guichard [26,
Proposition 21], however, Guichard’s proof relies heavily on the fact that BΓ is a
circle, and that the representation is pp, q, rq-hyperconvex for every triple p, q, r
with p` q “ r.

Theorem 7.1. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be pp, q, rq-hyperconvex then for every pw, yq P
Bp2qΓ one has

lim
pw,yqÑpx,xq

dpwpρ ‘ y
q
ρ, x

r
ρq “ 0.

More precisely there exist constants C, µ such that, if tαiu is a geodesic ray with
endpoint x, for every w, y P αiC8pαiq it holds

dpwpρ ‘ y
q
ρ, x

r
ρq ď Ce´µi.

Proof. The first claim is a direct consequence of the second, as the sets αiC8pαiq
form a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of the point x.

As the representation ρ is pp, q, rq-hyperconvex, and w, y P αiC8pαiq, we deduce
from Proposition 6.7 that

sin>ppα´1
i wqpρ ‘ pα

´1
i yqqρ, Ud´rpρpα

´1
i qqq ą ε.

In particular Lemma 2.5 implies

dpwpρ ‘ y
q
ρ, Urpαiqq ď

σr`1

σr
pρpαiqq

1

ε
ď
C1

ε
e´µ1i.

Where C1, µ1 are the constants provided by the fact that ρ is taru-Anosov. The
result now follows, via triangular inequality, from Lemma 3.6, which guarantees
that

dpxrρ, Urpαiqq ď C2e
´µ2i.

�

The following easy converse is useful for applications:

Proposition 7.2. Consider p, q, r P J1, d´ 1K with p` q ď r. If ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq
is tap, aq, aru-Anosov and for every x P BΓ one has

lim
pw,yqÑpx,xq

dpwpρ ‘ y
q
ρ, x

r
ρq “ 0, (13)

then ρ is pp, q, rq-hyperconvex.

Proof. Since ρ is tap, aqu-Anosov and p ` q ď r ď d ´ 1, for every pair of distinct
points w, y the sum wpρ ` yqρ is direct. Since ρ is taru-Anosov there is a lower

bound on sin>pxrρ, z
d´r
ρ q if x, z are the endpoints of a geodesic through the origin.

Combining this fact with (13) we can find ε, δ such that

pxpρ ‘ y
q
ρq X z

d´r “ t0u

for every triple with dpx, yq ă ε and dpx, zq ą δ ą ε. Any triple in Bp3qΓ can be
transformed in such a triple by an element of Γ and thus the claim follows. �

Using the stereographic projection (see Definition 6.4) combined with Theorem
7.1 it is possible to deduce the following estimate on Hausdorff dimension:
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Proposition 7.3. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be p1, 1, rq-hyperconvex, then

Hffpξ1pBΓqq ď Hff
`

PpKrq
˘

.

Proof. The Hausdorff dimension of a compact set is the maximum of the Hausdorff
dimension of the sets in a finite open cover. It is thus enough to verify that if
ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq is p1, 1, rq-hyperconvex, then the stereographic projection πz,ρ is
Lipschitz on a sufficiently small open neighbourhood of a point x. But we know that
as x and z are far and ρ is taru-Anosov, the subspaces xrρ and zd´rρ make a definite
angle. The result is then a consequence of Theorem 7.1: Indeed, it implies we can
find an open neighbourhood U of x such that for every pair w, y P U the angle
that w1

ρ ‘ y1
ρ makes with zd´rρ is bigger than a fixed constant. This is enough to

guarantee that the stereographic projection doesn’t distort distances too much. �

7.2. When BΓ is a manifold and K “ R. A classical result of Benoist [3] states
that if a word hyperbolic group of projective transformations divides a convex set,
then the boundary of this set has to be C1 . These, together with Hitchin representa-
tions, have become the paradigm of Zariski-dense projective Anosov representations
whose limit set is a regular manifold. The purpose of this section is to provide new
examples of such phenomena. Sharper results of similar nature have recently been
obtained independently by Zhang-Zimmer [54].

We begin by observing that Theorem 7.1 has the following interesting conse-
quence.

Proposition 7.4. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpRq be a p1, 1, rq-hyperconvex representation
and assume that BΓ is topologically a sphere of dimension r ´ 1, then ξ1

ρpBΓq is a

C1 manifold with Tx1
ρ
ξ1
ρpBΓq “ Tx1

ρ
Ppxrρq.

Proof. Theorem 7.1 implies that the set ξ1
ρpBΓq is differentiable at x1

ρ with tangent
space Tx1

ρ
Ppxrρq. The continuity of x ÞÑ xrρ completes the proof.

�

Proposition 7.4 can be applied to many different situations to produce interesting
examples through the represent and deform method, we now explain how this works
in a specific situation. Denote by

Sk : PGLd`1pRq Ñ PGLpSkpRd`1qq

the k-symmetric power.
Note that in PGLd`1pKq a p1, 1, dq-hyperconvex representation is a projective

Anosov representation ρ such that for each triple px, y, zq P Bp2qΓ the sum x1
ρ`y

1
ρ`z

1
ρ

is direct.

Proposition 7.5. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLd`1pRq be a p1, 1, dq-hyperconvex representation
and assume that there exist c ą 0, µ ą 1 such that, for every γ P Γ,

σ1pρpγqqσdpρpγqq

σ2pρpγqq2
ą ceµ|γ|. (14)

Then the composition

Sk ˝ ρ : Γ Ñ PGLpSkpRd`1qq

is p1, 1, dq-hyperconvex.
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Proof. We endow SkpRd`1q with the norm induced by our choice of norm on Rd`1.
For this choice, and for every g P PGLd`1pRq, the semi-homotecy ratios of Skg are
just the products of k-tuples of semihomotecy ratios of g. Assumption (14) then
gives

- a1pνpS
kgqq “ a1pνpgqq,

- adpνpS
kgqq “ mintadpνpγqq, log σ1pρpγqqσdpρpγqq

σ2pρpγqq2
u

Since ρ is ta1, adu-Anosov, we deduce from Definition 3.1 that Skρ is also ta1, adu-
Anosov.

Observe that the map Sk is equivariant with respect to the map between the
partial flags

Sk : tline Ă hyperplaneu Ñ tline Ă d-dimensional subspaceu

defined by
Skpl,Hq “ pldk, ldk´1 dHyq.

Here we denote by d the symmetric tensors.
It is immediate to verify that Assumption (14) also implies that Sk ˝ ξ sends

attractors to attractors, therefore, by continuity of Sk ˝ξ, we have, for every x P BΓ,

Skpx1
ρ, x

d
ρq “ px

1
Skρ, x

d
Skρq.

Finally, the convergence property (Theorem 7.1) for ρ, together with the differ-
entiability of S2 : PpRd`1q Ñ P

`

S2pRd`1q
˘

implies that

lim
pw,yqÑpx,xq

>
`

w1
S2ρ ‘ y

1
S2ρ, x

d
S2ρ

˘

“ 0.

Proposition 7.2 yields the result. �

As a direct corollary we get:

Corollary 7.6. If ρ : Γ Ñ PSOpd, 1q is cocompact, every small deformation

η : Γ Ñ PGLpSkpRd`1qq

of Skρ is p1, 1, dq-hyperconvex. Any such η will have a C1-sphere as limit set in
PpSkpRd`1qq.

Applying Johnson-Millson’s [30] bending technique we obtain the announced
Zariski dense subgroups whose limit set is a C1 sphere:

Corollary 7.7. There exists a Zariski dense subgroup Γ ă PGLpS2pRd`1qq whose
limit set is a C1 sphere.

Proof. Let M be a d-dimensional closed hyperbolic manifold that has a totally
geodesic, co-dimension one, closed submanifold N . The inclusion Γ “ π1M Ă

SOpd, 1q Ñ SL
`

S2pRd`1q
˘

satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 7.5. Without loss
of generality we can assume that π1N Ă SOpd´ 1, 1q. Observe that the centralizer
of

S2pSOpd´ 1, 1qq Ă SL
`

S2pRd`1q
˘

is non-trivial and strictly contains that of S2
`

SOpd, 1q
˘

: as an S2
`

SOpd, 1q
˘

- mod-

ule, S2pRd`1q splits as a direct sum of an irreducible representation (usually denoted
Sr2spR

d,1q) and a trivial representation, its centralizer is thus reduced to R˚. The de-

composition as a S2pSOpd´1, 1qq-module splits as the sum Sr2spR
d´1,1q‘Rd´1,1‘R2

where the action on the second factor is the standard action, while the action on
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R2 is trivial. In particular the centralizer of S2pSOpn´ 1, 1qq is GLp2,Rq ˆ R˚. By
bending the representation along N with a nontrivial element in GLp2,Rq which
doesn’t leave invariant the factor R, we obtain the desired representation. �

8. Examples of locally conformal representations

The purpose of this section is to discuss some of the many examples in which
restricting the Zariski closure of a representation to a non-split real form of SLdpKq
gives room for p1, 1, pq hyperconvex representations for which we can also guarantee
that the second gap p2 is strictly bigger than 2.

8.1. Hyperconvex representations in PUp1, dq and PSpp1, dq. The first inter-
esting setting in which Theorem 5.14 applies for large classes of representations is
given by considering representations in the rank one groups PUp1, dq or PSpp1, dq.
To unify the treatment we will write POKp1, dq for either PUp1, dq if K “ C or
PSpp1, dq if K “ H and regard POKp1, dq as a subgroup of PGLpd` 1,Kq.

Remark 8.1. Unfortunately, as H is non-commutative, we don’t have the setup of
Section 2.2.1 at our disposal (as the exterior algebra over a non-commutative field is
not well defined), however the issue can be easily solved by considering SLpd`1,Hq
as a subgroup of SLp2d` 2,Cq. Given an element g P SLpd` 1,Hq we denote by gC

the corresponding element in SLp2d` 2,Cq; it is then immediate to verify that we
can choose a Cartan decomposition of gC so that, for every p, the subspace U2ppg

Cq

is a quaternionic vector space, and we thus set Uppgq :“ U2ppg
Cq. Similarly we say

that a sequence pαiqiPZ in SLpd`1,Hq is p-dominated if pαCi qiPZ is 2p-dominated in
SLp2d`2,Cq, and that a representation ρ : Γ Ñ SLpd`1,Hq is pp, q, rq-hyperconvex
if the induced representation ρ : Γ Ñ SLp2d`2,Cq is p2p, 2q, 2rq-hyperconvex. With
this at hand it is easy to verify that Theorem 5.14 holds for representations with
values in SLpd` 1,Hq.

Recall that POKp1, dq has rank one, therefore we have at our disposal a good
notion of convex co-compactness: a representation ρ : Γ Ñ POKp1, dq is convex
co-compact if and only if there is a convex ρpΓq-invariant subspace of HdK whose
quotient is compact. The induced representation ρ : Γ Ñ PGLpd ` 1,Kq is ta1u-
Anosov if and only if ρ is convex co-compact.

Observe that POKp1, dq preserves the closed codimension 1 submanifold BHdK Ă
PpKd`1q, furthermore one has the following.

Lemma 8.2. For every g P POKp1, dq, we have U1pgq P BH
d
K Ă PpKd`1q and

Udpgq “ U1pgq
K, where the orthogonal is defined with respect to the Hermitian form

defining the group POKp1, dq.

In particular, considering for every point x P BHdK the subspace xK Ă TxBH
d
K,

one obtains a non-integrable distribution that has (real) codimension 1 if K “ C

and 3 if K “ H. In the complex case this is the standard contact structure on
the sphere. We will refer to this distribution also in the quaternionic case as the
generalized contact distribution. Given a distinct pair x, y P BΓ we will denote by
Cx,y the intersection Ppxx, yyqXBHdK. Of course if K is C then Cx,y is a circle, while
if K “ H it is a 3-sphere. In the complex case the sets Cx,y are often referred to
as chains, and their geometry was extensively studied by Cartan. The incidence
geometry of chains (and of suitable generalizations) played an important role in
Burger-Iozzi [13] and P. [43].
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With these definition at hand we can rephrase our main results in the rank 1
setting:

Proposition 8.3. A convex cocompact action ρ : Γ Ñ POKp1, dq is p1, 1, dq-
hyperconvex if and only if for every distinct pair x, y P BΓ, the chain Cx1

ρ,y
1
ρ

in-

tersects ξpBΓq only in x1
ρ, y

1
ρ. In this case LCpρq “ ξpBΓq, and ξpBΓq is tangent to

the generalized contact distribution.

Proof. The first statement follows directly from the definitions: for every triple
x, y, z the sum x1

ρ` y
1
ρ ` z

1
ρ is direct if and only if z1

ρ doesn’t belong to Cx1
ρ,y

1
ρ
. The

second statement follows then from Proposition 6.7, and the last is a consequence
of Theorem 7.1. �

There are many interesting examples of representations satisfying the assumption
of Proposition 8.3, a natural class of examples can be obtained deforming totally
real embeddings.

Lemma 8.4. Let Γ ă PORp1, dq be a convex cocompact subgroup and let ρ : Γ Ñ
POKp1, dq be obtained extending the coefficients. Then ρ is p1, 1, dq-hyperconvex.

Corollary 8.5. Every ta1u-Anosov representation β : Γ Ñ POKp1, dq sufficiently
close to a totally real representation ρ is p1, 1, dq-hyperconvex. In particular for each
such representation

dimHffpξpBΓqq “ ha1

β ď pd´ 1qdimK.

Proof. The first statement is a direct consequence of Propositions 6.2 and 8.3.
Furthermore we know that for every element g P POKp1, dq, we have p2pgq “ d, and
hence every point in BΓ is locally conformal for β. Theorem 5.14 then applies and
gives the second statement. �

Another class of examples was studied by Dufloux in his thesis [19, 20]. He says
that a Schottky subgroup Γ ă PUp1, dq generated by a symmetric set W is well
positioned if, for every w PW there is an open subsets Bpwq Ă BHdC such that

‚ the closures Bpwq are pairwise disjoint;
‚ wpBHdCzBpw

´1qq Ă Bpwq;
‚ no chain passes through three of these open subsets Bpwq.

Similarly one can define well positioned Schottky subgroups of PSpp1, dq replac-
ing chains with quaternionic three spheres (recall that in BHdH any pair of points
uniquely determines a 3 sphere, the boundary of a totally geodesic copy of H1

H).
We will denote also these subspaces of BHdH chains for notational ease.

Arguments analogue to the ones presented in [20, Section 7.2] imply that well
positioned Schottky groups are hyperconvex representations:

Proposition 8.6. Let ρ : Γ Ñ POKp1, dq be a well positioned Schottky subgroup.
Then ρ : Γ Ñ SLd`1pKq is p1, 1, dq-hyperconvex. Furthermore LCpρq “ ξpBΓq.

Proof. Observe that since POKp1, dq is a rank one group, p2pαq doesn’t depend on
i. Furthermore, as soon as the sequence tαiu

8
i“1 forms a geodesic ray, the sequence

is d dominated by a classical ping pong argument, and it follows from Lemma 8.2
that Eρp2pxq “ xK Ă PpKd`1q.

In order to verify that every point x P BΓ is locally conformal, we need to
check that there exists a constant c such that >pξpyq ‘ ξpzq, U1pρpα

´1qqq ą c for
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all y, z P X8pαq. Since Γ is a well positioned Schottky group, we can choose δρ
as the smallest distance between two sets Bpwq. Let wα be the first letter of α.
It follows from Lemma 3.6 that if |α| is big enough U1pρpα

´1qq P Bpw´1
α q and

X8pαq Ă
Ť

s‰wα
Bpsq: by construction C8pαq Ă

Ť

s‰wα
Bpsq and the intersection

of the δρ{2 neighbourhood of
Ť

s‰wα
Bpsq with the image of the boundary map is

already contained in
Ť

s‰wα
Bpsq.

Since the chain Cy,z through y1
ρ and z1

ρ is the intersection of BHdK with Ppy1
ρ‘z

1
ρq,

and, by assumption, Cy,z doesn’t intersect the open subset Bpwαq Ă BH
d
K, the result

follows. The fact that the representation ρ : Γ Ñ SLd`1pKq is p1, 1, dq-hyperconvex
is a consequence of Theorem 7.1. �

Corollary 8.7 (cfr. [19, Corollary 43]). Let ρ : Γ Ñ POKp1, dq be a well positioned
Schottky subgroup. Then

Hffpξ1
ρpBΓqq “ ha1

ρ .

Proof. If K “ C this follows directly from Theorem 5.14. For K “ H it is enough
to observe that in the construction of the measure µa1 performed in Section 5.3 we
never used the commutativity of the field K. �

We conclude the discussion on convex cocompact subgroups of POKp1, dq by
showing that the set of p1, 1, dq-hyperconvex representations is, in general, not closed
within the space of projective Anosov representations. We will prove in Proposition
9.3, that, instead, p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex representations of fundamental groups of
surfaces are closed in the space of Anosov representations. Denote by F2 the free
group on two generators.

Proposition 8.8. There exists a continuous path of ta1u-Anosov representations
ρt : F2 Ñ PUp1, dq such that ρ0 is p1, 1, dq-hyperconvex and ρ1 is not p1, 1, dq-
hyperconvex.

Proof. As PUp1, dq has rank 1, for every 4-tuple pa`, a´, b`, b´q of pairwise distinct
points in BHdC we can find elements a, b P PUp1, dq with prescribed attractive and
repulsive fixed points and with translation length big enough so that the group
generated by a, b is free and convex cocompact on HdC: this follows from a classical
ping pong argument. Furthermore, if pa`t , a

´
t , b

`
t , b

´
t q vary continuously in t we can

also arrange for the elements at, bt to vary continuously in t; in this way we can
define a continuous path ρt : F2 Ñ PUp1, dq of ta1u-Anosov representation.

Our claim follows if we choose a0, b0 contained in POp1, dq (so that the rep-
resentation is p1, 1, dq-hyperconvex by Lemma 8.4), and pa`1 , a

´
1 , b

`
1 , b

´
1 q so that

pa`1 , a
´
1 , b

`
1 q belong to a single chain, but b´1 doesn’t. In this case the representa-

tion ρ1 is clearly not p1, 1, dq-hyperconvex as the sum ξpa`q ` ξpa´q ` ξpb`q is not
direct. �

8.2. Locally conformal representations in SOpp, qq. We now turn our atten-
tion to the group SOpp, qq. Every semi-simple element g P SOpp, qq has |p ´ q|
eigenvalues equal to 1. In this subsection, considering suitable exterior representa-
tions of SOpp, qq we will produce examples of hyperconvex representations for which
every point is locally conformal, and thus Corollary 6.9 applies. For these repre-
sentations, the Hausdorff dimension of the limit set computes the critical exponent
for the first simple root.

The following generalization of Labourie’s property (H) [36, Section 7.1.4] guar-
antees that a suitable exterior power is hyperconvex:
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Proposition 8.9. Let ρ : Γ Ñ SOpp, qq be tap´1, apu-Anosov (here p ď q). Then
^pρ : Γ Ñ PGLp^ppRp,qqq is ta1, aq´p`1u-Anosov. It is p1, 1, q´ p` 1q-hyperconvex
if and only if for every x, y, z P BΓ pairwise distinct, the sum

xpρ ` pz
p
ρ X y

q`1
ρ q ` ypρ

is direct. In this case every point in BΓ is locally conformal.

Proof. Observe that the singular values of an element g P SOpp, qq Ă SLp`qpRq have
the form σ1pgq ě . . . σppgq ě 1 “ . . . “ 1 ě σppgq

´1 ě . . . σ1pgq
´1, where 1 has

multiplicity at least q ´ p (higher if σppgq “ 1). If ρ : Γ Ñ SOpp, qq is tap´1, apu-
Anosov, then, for every γ big enough it holds σp´1pρpγqq ą σppρpγqq ą 1, hence in
particular

σ1p^
pρpγqq “ σ1pρpγqq . . . σppρpγqq,

σ2p^
pρpγqq “ σq´p`1p^

pρpγqq “
σ1p^

pρpγqq

σppρpγqq
and

σq´p`2p^
pρpγqq “ max

"

σ1p^
pρpγqq

σp´1pρpγqq
,
σ1p^

pρpγqq

σppρpγqq2

*

,

which implies that ^pρ is ta1, aq´p`1u-Anosov.
Denote by Fp´1,qpR

p,qq the partial flag manifold consisting of pairs of pp´ 1, qq-
dimensional isotropic subspaces and consider the map

L : Fp´1,ppR
p,qq Ñ F1,q´p`1p^

pRp,qq

pP,Qq ÞÑ p^ppQq,^p´1pP q ^QKq

where the orthogonal is considered with respect to the bilinear form defining the
group SOpp, qq. The map L is clearly equivariant with the homomorphism ^p :
SOpp, qq Ñ SLp^ppRp,qqq; furthermore, if g P SOpp, qq is Fp´1,qpR

p,qq-proximal,
namely g has an attractive fixedpoint g` in Fp´1,qpR

p,qq, then Lpg`q “ p^pgq`.
Thus if pξp´1, ξpq : BΓ Ñ Fp´1,qpR

p,qq denote the boundary maps associated to
ρ : Γ Ñ SOpp, qq, the boundary maps associated to ^pρ have the form L˝pξp´1, ξpq.

Let N denote the dimension of ^ppRp,qq. In order to check if the representation
^pρ is p1, 1, q ´ p ` 1q-hyperconvex, it is enough to verify that for every distinct
triple x, y, z P BΓ, the subspace x1

^ρ ` z1
^ρ intersects transversely yN´q`p´1

^ρ , or,

equivalently, the image of x1
^ρ ` z

1
^ρ in ^pRp,q{yN´q`p´1

^ρ is two dimensional.
Recall that if ρ : Γ Ñ SOpp, qq is ap-Anosov, then for every distinct pair px, yq P

BΓ2 it holds xpρ ‘ yqρ “ Rd, furthermore we can interpret any other point zpρ as a
linear map zpρ : xpρ Ñ yqρ. With this notation the condition that the sum xpρ` pz

p
ρ X

yq`1
ρ q ` ypρ is direct is equivalent to requiring that

zpρpx
p
ρ X y

q`1
ρ q X ypρ “ t0u.

Let us then choose a basis tb1 . . . bpu of xpρ such that tb1, . . . bp´1u forms a basis of

xp´1
ρ and bp “ xpρXy

q`1
ρ , then we have that a basis of zp is given by ci “ bi`z

p
ρpbiq.

Furthermore the only term of the explicit expression of c1 ^ . . . ^ cp that might
not belong to yN´q`p´1

^ρ is b1 ^ . . .^ bp´1 ^ cp. This last vector doesn’t belong to

yN´q`p´1
^ρ ` x1

^ρ if and only if zpρpx
p
ρ X y

q`1
ρ q X ypρ “ t0u. �

Proposition 8.10. Assume that there are convex cocompact representations ρ1 :
Γ Ñ SOp1, kq, ρ2 : Γ Ñ SOp1, lq such that ρ1 strictly dominates ρ2, namely there
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exists constants c, µ such that σ1pρ1pγqq ą cσ1pρ2pγqq
µ. Then the representation

ρ :“ ρ1 ‘ . . . ‘ ρ1 ‘ ρ2 : Γ Ñ SO
`

p, pp ´ 1qk ` l ` s
˘

satisfies the hypothesis of
Proposition 8.9.

Proof. The representation ρ is ap-Anosov as ρ2 is convex cocompact, and is ap´1-
Anosov as ρ1 strictly dominates ρ2. Explicitly writing down the boundary map
ξp associated to ρ in term of the boundary maps ξ1

1 : Γ Ñ BHkC, ξ1
2 : Γ Ñ BHlC

associated to ρ1, ρ2 one verifies that zpρpx
p
ρ X y

q`1
ρ q X ypρ – z1

ρ2 X y
1
ρ2 and the latter

intersection is empty as the representation is Anosov. �

Danciger-Gueritaud-Kassel [17, Proposition 1.8] gave an explicit construction of
convex cocompact actions ρ1, ρ2 on H8

R of the the group Γ generated by reflections
in the faces of a 4-dimensional regular right-angled 120-cell, such that ρ1 strictly
dominates ρ2 and therefore Proposition 8.10 applies. In this case the boundary BΓ
is a 3 sphere. It is also easy to construct representations satisfying the assumption
of Proposition 8.10 when the group Γ is free, and in this case it one can deform the
representation ρ : Fn Ñ SOpp, qq to obtain a Zariski dense representation whose
image under ^p is locally conformal. We also expect that many more convex
cocompact subgroups in rank one have the same property, and it is probably possible
to give further examples of situations in which Proposition 8.9 applies for more
complicated groups, as, for example, hyperbolic Coxeter groups.

The same argument as in the proof of Proposition 8.9 gives the following

Proposition 8.11. Let ρ : Γ Ñ SLdpKq be tap´1, ap, asu-Anosov. Assume that

(i) there exist constants c, µ such that

σp´1pρpγqqσspρpγqq

σppρpγqqσp`1pρpγqq
ą ceµ|γ|,

(ii) for every x, y, z P BΓ pairwise distinct, the sum

xpρ ` pz
p
ρ X y

d´p´1
ρ q ` yd´sρ

is direct,

then ^pρ is p1, 1, s´ p` 1q-hyperconvex.

Observe that the second condition, which guarantees that the map

L : Fp´1,p,spK
dq Ñ F1,s´p`1p^

pKdq

pP,Q,Rq ÞÑ p^ppQq,^p´1pP q ^Rq

is proximal, is automatic if s “ p` 1.

9. Fundamental groups of surfaces

Let us denote by ΓS a word-hyperbolic group such that7 BΓS is homeomorphic
to S1. One has the following direct consequence of Proposition 7.4 and Corollary
6.8.

Corollary 9.1. Let ρ : ΓS Ñ PGLdpRq be p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex, then ha1
ρ “ 1.

7A celebrated Theorem of Gabai [22] states that a hyperbolic group ΓS such that BΓS is a
circle is virtually the fundamental group of a connected, closed genus ě 2 surface. We will not

use this fact.
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9.1. Weak irreducibility and closedness. A projective Anosov representation
ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq is weakly irreducible if the image of its boundary map is not
contained in a proper subspace of PpKdq. Clearly if ρ is irreducible, then ρ is
weakly irreducible, but it is possible to construct examples of weakly irreducible
Anosov representations with non reductive image.

The assumption of weak irreducibility can be used to study properties of the
stereographic projection πz,ρ defined in Definition 6.4.

Lemma 9.2. Let ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq be ta1, apu-Anosov. If the map πz,ρ : BΓ Ñ Ppq

collapses an open set U Ă BΓ, then πz,ρ is constant. In particular the representation
ρ is not weakly irreducible.

Proof. Indeed, as fixed points of attractive elements are dense in BΓ we can find
γ P Γ with γ` P U . Up to shrinking U we can assume that γ ¨ U Ă U . Let V Ă Kd

be the smallest subspace containing ξptq for every t in U . As πz,ρ|U is constant, the
subspace V is proper, furthermore ρpγqV “ V , since if ξpx1q, . . . , ξpxkq is a basis
of V then ξpγx1q, . . . , ξpγxkq are also linearly independent vectors contained in V .
In particular, for every n, πz,ρpγ

´nUq is constant. As the union of the sets of the
form γ´nU is the complement of a point in BΓ, the first result follows by continuity
of πz,ρ.

If the map πz,ρ is constant then, for every x P BΓ´tzu, the image of the boundary
map is contained in the proper subspace x1

ρ` z
d´r
ρ , hence the representation is not

weakly irreducible. �

Lemma 9.2 is particularly useful to analyze properties of p1, 1, 2q-representations
of groups ΓS . The following argument is very similar to Labourie [36, Proposition
8.3].

Proposition 9.3. The space of real weakly irreducible ta1, a2u-Anosov representa-
tions of ΓS that are not p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex is open.

Proof. Let ρ : ΓS Ñ PGLdpRq be ta1, a2u-Anosov and not p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex. By
definition, there exists a triple of pairwise distinct points x, y, z P BΓS such that

px1
ρ ‘ y

1
ρq X z

d´2
ρ ‰ 0, (15)

and thus the stereographic projection πz,ρ is not injective.
Note that PpRd{zd´2

ρ q is topologically a circle. Therefore the stereographic pro-
jection πz,ρ is a map from an interval with a point removed to a circle that:

- does not collapse intervals,
- is not injective.

One can therefore, using the intermediate value theorem, find an interval I Ă
BΓSztzu and a point w P BΓSzptzu Y Iq such that πz,ρpwq belongs to the interior of
πz,ρpIq.

This last property will hold for any map close enough to πz,ρ, in particular for
the stereographic projection πz,η for some η close to ρ. Thus, πz,η is not injective
and hence η is not p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex, as desired.

�

Recall from Definition 6.13 that a reducible representation π : SL2pKq Ñ SLdpKq
is k-coherent if its highest k weights belong to the same irreducible factor. Com-
bining results from previous sections one has the following.
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Corollary 9.4. Let π : SL2pRq Ñ SLdpRq be a 2-coherent representation and
ρ : ΓS Ñ PSL2pRq be co-compact, then any deformation η of πρ among weakly ir-
reducible ta1, a2u-Anosov representations into PSLdpRq is p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex. In
particular, verifies:

- has C1-limit set in PpRdq,
- the exponential growth rate ha1

η “ 1.

Proof. Proposition 6.15 states that πρ is p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex. Proposition 6.2
states hyperconvexity is an open property and, since BΓS is topologically a circle,
Proposition 9.3 implies that p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex is closed among weakly irreducible
ta1, a2u-Anosov representations. The remaining statements follow from Proposition
7.4 and Corollary 6.8 for K “ R. �

This result can be useful to distinguish some components of weakly irreducible
Anosov representations (similar bounds on the number of connected components
of Anosov representations were obtained with different techniques by Stecker-Treib
[51, Corollary 8.2]).

9.2. The Hitchin component of PSLdpRq. Let S be a closed connected oriented
surface of genus ě 2. The Hitchin component of PSLdpRq is a connected component
of the character variety Xpπ1S,PSLdpRqq that contains a Fuchsian representation,
i.e. a representation that factors as

π1S Ñ PSL2pRq
ιd
ÝÑ PSLdpRq,

where the first arrow is a the choice of a hyperbolic metric on S. Such a connected
component is usually denoted by H dpSq and an element ρ P H dpSq is called a
Hitchin representation.

Recall from Labourie [36] that a map ξ : BΓ Ñ FpRdq satisfies Property (H) if
for every triple of distinct points x, y, z and every integer k one has

ξk`1pyq ` pξk`1pzq X ξn´kpxqq ` ξn´k´2pxq “ Rd.

One has the following central result by Labourie [36].

Theorem 9.5 (Labourie [36]). Every Hitchin representation ρ : Γ Ñ PSLdpRq is
pp, q, rq-hyperconvex, for every triple with p` q “ r. The equivariant boundary map
ξ : BΓ Ñ FpRdq has property (H).

Thus, one concludes the following for deformations of the exterior powers.

Proposition 9.6. Let ρ P H dpSq and consider any k P J1, d ´ 1K. Then any
weakly irreducible ta1, a2u-Anosov representation η : π1S Ñ PSLp^kRdq connected
by weakly irreducible ta1, a2u-Anosov representations to ^kρ is p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex
and consequently verifies:

- has C1-limit set in Pp^kRdq,
- the exponential growth rate ha1

η “ 1.

Proof. Observe that for every s, the representation ^sρ is ta1, a2u-Anosov, further-
more Proposition 8.11 ensures that ^sρ is p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex as the boundary
curve satisfies Property (H) (for k “ s´ 1). The result then follows from Proposi-
tion 7.4, Corollary 6.8 and Corollary 9.4. �

When no deformation is applied one recovers the following result from Potrie-S.
[42, Theorem B].
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Theorem 9.7 (Potrie-S. [42]). For every ρ P H dpSq and every k P J1, d´ 1K one
has hak

ρ “ 1.

9.3. Hitchin representations in other groups. More generally, let GR be a
simple real-split Lie group. These have been classified, i.e. up to finite coverings
GR is a group in the following list: PSLdpRq,PSpp2n,Rq,SOpn, n`1qSOpn, nq, or it
is the split real forms of the exceptional groups F4,split,G2,split,E6,split,E7,split and
E8,split.

The work of Kostant [34] provides a subalgebra ιgR : sl2pRq Ñ gR, unique up to
conjugation and called the principal sl2, such that the centralizer of ιgR

`

0 1
0 0

˘

has
minimal dimension. Denote by ιGR

: PSL2pRq Ñ GR the induced morphism. For
example, ιPSLdpRq “ ιd is the (unique up to conjugation) irreducible representation

of SL2pRq in Rd defined in Subsection 6.3.
Let S be a closed connected genus ě 2 surface. The Hitchin component of GR

is the connected component of the character variety Xpπ1S,GRq that contains a
Fuchsian representation, i.e. a representation that factors as

π1S Ñ PSL2pRq
ιGR
ÝÑ GR,

where the first arrow is a the choice of a hyperbolic metric on S. We will denote
this connected component by H pS,GRq and an element ρ P H pS,GRq is called a
Hitchin representation.

Remark 9.8 (Canonical inclusions). By construction, one sees that the irreducible
representation ιd : SL2pRq Ñ SLdpRq factors, depending on the parity of d, as

SL2pRq
ιSpp2n,Rq
ÝÑ Spp2n,Rq Ñ SL2npRq,

SL2pRq
ιSOpn,n`1q
ÝÑ SOpn, n` 1q Ñ SL2n`1pRq,

SL2pRq
G2,R
ÝÑ G2,R Ñ SOp3, 4q Ñ SL7pRq,

where, in each case, the first arrows is the principal inclusion ιGR
. Thus

H
`

S,PSpp2n,Rq
˘

Ă H 2npSq,
H

`

S,PSOpn, n` 1q
˘

Ă H 2n`1pSq,
H pS,PG2,Rq ĂH pS,PSOp3, 4q

˘

Ă H 7pSq.

On the other hand if we consider the embedding SOpn ´ 1, nq Ă SOpn, nq as the
stabilizer of a positive definite line. The morphism ιSOpn,nq is the composition
of ιSOpn´1,nq with such inclusion. Hence the induced action of ιSOpn,nq on Rn,n

decomposes in SL2pRq-irreducible modules as

ι2n´1 ‘ ι1,

and in particular H
`

S,PSOpn, nq
˘

is not a subset of a PSL2npRq-Hitchin compo-
nent.

It is known to experts that every Hitchin representation is Anosov with respect
to the minimal parabolic of G, see for example Fock-Goncharov [21].

Recall that the simple roots of the group PSOpn, nq are given by ta1, . . . , an´1, bnu
where, as above, aipxq “ xi ´ xi`1 and bn is defined by

bnpxq “ xn´1 ` xn.

Thus every representation ρ P H
`

S,PSOpn, nq
˘

, when considered as a representa-
tion in SL2npRq under the canonical inclusion, is tapu-Anosov for every p ď n´ 1.
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Furthermore it is easy to check that the n-th exterior power

^n : PSOpn, nq Ñ PSLp^nR2nq

splits as the direct sum of two irreducible PSOpn, nq-modules, which have respec-
tively an´1 and bn as first root (see for example Danciger-Zhang [18]). In particular
we obtain the following result, independently announced by Labourie [35].

Theorem 9.9. For every ρ P H pS,PSOpn, nqq and every p ď n ´ 2 the exterior
power ^pρ is p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex, and the same holds for each one of the two
irreducible submodules of ^nρ. Thus the associated limit curve of ρ on the p-
Grassmannian for p ď n ´ 2, as well as each one of the two limit curves in the
n-Grassmannian, is C1 and one has ha

ρ “ 1 for every simple root a.

Proof. Considering a diagonalizable element in SL2pRq as in the proof of Lemma
6.14 we obtain that ^kpι2n´1 ‘ ι1q is 2-coherent for every k P J1, n´ 2K. Similarly
a direct computation shows that the 5 highest weights of ^npι2n´1 ‘ ι1q are

- χ^npι2n´1‘ι1q “ χ
p2q
^npι2n´1‘ι1q

“ 2n` . . .` 2 “ npn` 1q,

- χ
p3q
^npι2n´1‘ι1q

“ χ
p4q
^npι2n´1‘ι1q

“ 2n` . . .` 4 “ npn` 1q ´ 2

- χ
p5q
^npι2n´1‘ι1q

“ 2n` . . .` 6 “ npn` 1q ´ 4

and each of the first four weights appears with multiplicity one in each irreducible
SOpn, nq-submodules of ^nR2n. We deduce that the restriction of the represen-
tation ^npι2n´1 ‘ ι1q to each of the two submodules is also p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex.
The result is then a consequence of Corollary 9.4 together with the classification of
Zariski closures due to Guichard [25]. �

Remark 9.10. Danciger-Zhang [18] recently proved that when a representation ρ P
H pS,PSOpn, nqq is regarded as a representation in PSL2npRq, it is, instead, never
tanu-Anosov and the limit curve in the n´ 1-Grassmannian is never C1.

Appendix

Throughout both appendices, the Jordan projection of PGLdpKq will be needed.
Recall that the Jordan decomposition states that every g P PGLdpKq has a power8

gk that can be written as a commuting product g “ geghgn, where ge is elliptic, gh
is diagonalizable over K and gn is unipotent. The Jordan projection λ : PGLdpKq Ñ
E`

λpgq “ pλ1pgq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λdpgqq

is defined by the ratio of the logarithm of the modulus of the eigenvalues of gh by
k, in decreasing order and (possibly) with repetition.

Appendix A. Continuity of entropy for non-Archimedean Anosov
representations

The purpose of this section is to prove that the entropy map Xta1upΓ,PGLdpKqq Ñ
R` , defined by

ρ ÞÑ hλ1
ρ “ lim sup

tÑ8

1

t
log #trγs P rΓs1 : λ1

`

ρpγq
˘

ď tu,

8(k “ 1 if K is Archimedean)
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is continuous also when K is non-Archimedean. The argument follows the same
outline of S. [48] and Bridgeman-Canary-Labourie-S. [7] for K “ R and will actually
show that this map is as regular as the association ρ ÞÑ ξ1

ρ is. As it is usually the
case, the non-Archimedean situation is easier than the Archimedean one.

We need this continuity result to show that Corollary 6.8 will then imply a regu-
larity statement for Hausdorff dimension of ξ1pBΓq when ρ is p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex,
see Corollary A.9.

A.1. Pressure. Let us recall some needed standard facts on thermodynamical for-
malism. The main reference is Parry-Pollicott [41].

Let Σ be a two-sided irreducible subshift of finite type and let shift : Σ Ñ Σ the
shift map (see [41, Chapter 1]). If f : Σ Ñ R is a measurable function then the
pressure of f is defined by

Ppfq “ sup
µPM

ˆ

hµ `

ż

fdµ

˙

where M is the set of shift-invariant probability measures on Σ and hµ is the metric
entropy of µ PM, (see [41, Chapter 3]).

Let d be the metric on Σ defined by

dptxiu, tyiuq “
ÿ

iPZ

|xi ´ yi|

2i

and let HolαpΣq be the space of Hölder-continuous functions from Σ to R with ex-
ponent α ă 1. This is naturally a Banach space. One has the following proposition,
see [41, Proposition 4.7].

Proposition A.1. The function P : HolαpΣq Ñ R is analytic.

If X Ă Σ is a periodic orbit of shift with period ppXq and f : Σ Ñ R, is
continuous, we define

Spf,Xq “

ppXq´1
ÿ

i“0

fpshiftipx0qq

for any x0 P X. If moreover f : Σ Ñ Rą0 is strictly positive, then the entropy of f
is defined by

hf “ lim sup
tÑ8

log #tX Ă Σ periodic orbit : Spf,Xq ď tu

t

Two functions f, g : Σ Ñ R are Livšic-cohomolougus if there exists u : Σ Ñ R

such that for every x P Σ one has

fpxq ´ gpxq “ upshiftpxqq ´ upxq.

Observe that if this is the case and µ P M then
ş

gdµ “
ş

fdµ. In particular, two
such functions have the same pressure, same function Spf, ¨q, and if either one is
positive, then hg “ hf .

Finally, the entropy verifies Bowen’s equation:

Lemma A.2. Assume f P HolαpΣq is strictly positive, then

s ÞÑ Pp´sfq
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has a unique zero and it is hf . Moreover, if pfuquPp´ε,εq Ă HolαpΣq is an analytic
family with f0 strictly positive, then

B

Bu

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

u“0

Pp´hfufuq ‰ 0.

Proof. See for example S. [49, Lemma 2.4] and B.-C.-L.-S. [7, subsection 3.3] for the
first statement, the derivative computation follows directly from [41, Proposition
4.10], see also [7, Proposition 3.12]. �

Remark A.3. The Implicit Function Theorem combined with Lemma A.2 and
Proposition A.1 gives analyticity of f ÞÑ hf as a function from strictly positive
Holder-continuous functions with a given exponent to R.

A.2. Application to non-Archimedean Anosov representations. The key
ingredient for continuity of entropy is Lemma A.6.

Remark A.4. If K is non-Archimedean and ρ : Γ Ñ PGLdpKq is ta1u-Anosov then
Γ is virtually free.

Proof. Indeed, if K is non-Archimedean then PpKdq is perfect and totally discon-
nected. The boundary map ξ1 : BΓ Ñ PpKdq is a homeomorphism onto its image
and thus BΓ is homeomorphic to a Cantor set. One concludes from [] that such Γ
is necessarily virtually free. �

Lemma A.5. If Γ is virtually free then its geodesic automaton ΛΓ is a subshift of
finite type.

Given tgiuiPZ P ΛΓ consider the point xtgiu P BΓ defined by

xtgiu “ lim
iÑ`8

g0 ¨ ¨ ¨ gi

and define fλ1
ρ : ΛΓ Ñ R by

fλ1
ρ ptgiuiPZq “ log

}ρpg0qv}

}v}

for any v P pxtgiuq
1
ρ. Since ξ1 is Hölder continuous, the same holds for fλ1

ρ .

Lemma A.6. If X “ tshiftktgiuiPZu Ă ΛΓ is a periodic orbit with period p, then
letting γ P Γ be γ “ g0 ¨ ¨ ¨ gp one has

Spfλ1
ρ , Xq “ λ1pρpγqq. (16)

Moreover, fλ1
ρ is Livšic-cohomologous to a strictly positive function.

Proof. The first statement is a direct computation. Let us prove the second state-
ment. Observe that for every γ P Γ one has

λ1pρpγqq ě p1{2qpλ1 ´ λ2qpρpγqq

and moreover, since ρ is ta1u-Anosov, equation (8) yields

pλ1 ´ λ2qpρpγqq “ lim
nÑ8

1

n
log

σ1

σ2
pρpγnqq ě µ`pγq, (17)

where µ ą 0 is given and independent of γ and `pγq is the translation length of γ
on the Cayley graph of Γ.

If X Ă ΛΓ is a periodic orbit and γX P Γ is its associated element one observes
that its period ppXq coincides with `pγXq. Equation 16 and the last paragraph yield
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inf
XĂΛΓ periodic

Spfλ1
ρ , Xq

ppXq
ą 0. (18)

For each n, Livšic’s Theorem [33, Theorem 19.2.1] implies that

Snpf
λ1
ρ , xq “

1

n

n
ÿ

i“0

fpshiftipxqq

is Livšic-cohomologous to fλ1
ρ . Moreover, Anosov’s closing Lemma together with

equation (18) imply that there exists N such that SN pf
λ1
ρ , ¨q is strictly positive (see

for example S. [49, Lemma 3.8]). This completes the proof. �

Remark A.7. Observe that, up to conjugation, every primitive element γ P Γ is of
the form γX for some periodic orbit X Ă ΛΓ. This implies thus that the entropy of
fλ1
ρ coincides with the entropy of ρ, i.e.

h
f
λ1
ρ
“ hλ1

ρ .

Thus, Lemma A.6 and Remark A.3 yield:

Corollary A.8. The function on Xta1upΓ,PGLdpKqq defined by ρ ÞÑ hλ1
ρ is contin-

uous.

Proof. The only missing argument is continuity of ρ ÞÑ fλ1
ρ , which follows at once

from continuity of ρ ÞÑ ξ1
ρ (Corollary 3.8). �

A.3. Continuity of Hausdorff dimension. We will now prove the following.

Corollary A.9. The Hausdorff dimension of ξ1pBΓq is continuous on the space of
p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex representations of Γ.

Proof. Given a p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex representation consider the Hölder continuous
function f a1

ρ : ΛΓ Ñ R defined by

f a1
ρ pxq “ 2fλ1

ρ ´ fλ1

^2ρ.

This is well defined since ρ is ta1, a2u-Anosov.
Note that, by definition, if X Ă ΛΓ is a periodic orbit, then

Spf a1
ρ , Xq “ pλ1 ´ λ2qpρpγqq,

and thus, equation (17) together with the same argument in Lemma A.6 give that
f a1
ρ is Livšic-cohomologous to a strictly positive function.

One concludes, as in the proof of Corollary A.8, that f a1
ρ is Livšic-cohomologous

to a strictly positive function and thus, the same argument as Corollary A.8 yields
that ρ ÞÑ hf a1

ρ
is continuous on Xta1,a2upΓ,PGLdpKqq.

The proof is concluded with the following two facts:

- hf a1
ρ
“ ha1

ρ : this fact holds for any ρ P homta1,a2upΓ,PGLdpKqq and the proof

follows the exact same argument as S. [49, Theorem A].
- ha1

ρ “ Hffpξ1
ρpBΓqq: since ρ is p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex, this is the content of

Corollary 6.8.

�
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Appendix B. Hessian of Hausdorff dimension on pure imaginary
directions

Martin Bridgeman, Beatrice Pozzetti, Andrés Sambarino and Anna
Wienhard

Corollary 6.8 applied to small deformations of Hitchin representations inside
hompπ1S,PSLdpCqq is the missing piece that, together with results from B.-Canary-
Labourie-S. [7, 8] and B.-Taylor [10], generalizes a beautiful result from B.-Taylor
[10] and McMullen [40]. The purpose of this section is to explain how one should
glue the pieces.

Let us begin by stating the result. Let S be a closed connected oriented surface of
genus ě 2. The construction from B.-Canary-Labourie-S. [7] provides a Outpπ1Sq-
invariant, positive semi-definite symmetric bilinear form Pa1

on the space of regular
points of ta1, a2u-Anosov representation of π1S. This is usually called a pressure
form associated to a1 and its construction will be explained in subsection B.1.

The complex structure of PSLdpCq provides a complex structure on the character
variety Xpπ1S,PSLdpCqq, denote by J the associated tensor squaring ´ id . If ρ P
Xpπ1S,PSLdpCqq is projective Anosov let us denote by

Hff1pρq “ Hffpξ1
ρpBπ1Sqq.

Theorem B.1. Let ρ : π1S Ñ PGLdpRq be a p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex representation
and assume that ρ is a regular point of Xpπ1S,PGLdpCqq. Then for every differen-
tiable curve pρtqtPp´ε,εq Ă XpΓ,PSLdpRqq with ρ0 “ ρ one has

Hess Hff1pJ 9ρq “ Pa1
p 9ρq.

Let us explain some situations where the theorem applies. Let GR be a simple
real-split Lie group (recall subsection 9.3) and denote by H pS,GRq the Hitchin com-
ponent of GR. As in subsection 9.3 we will assume that every element of H pS,GRq

is Π-Anosov.
The construction from B.-Canary-Labourie-S. [7] (see again subsection B.1) pro-

vides thus, for each simple root a P Π a Outpπ1Sq-invariant, positive semi-definite
symmetric bilinear form Pa on H pS,GRq, this is usually called the pressure form
of a.

Denote by GC the complexification of GR. Since Anosov is an open condition
and every Hitchin representation is Π-Anosov, there is a neighbourhood U of
H pS,GRq Ă Xpπ1S,GCq consisting of ΠGC

-Anosov representations. Given a P ΠGC

let us denote by Hffa : U Ñ R the Hausdorff dimension of the limit curve on the
flag space FapGCq associated to the maximal parabolic Ptau,

Hffapρq “ Hff
`

ξa
ρpBπ1Sq

˘

.

The complex structure ofGC induces a complex structure on the character variety
Xpπ1S,GCq, let us denote by J the corresponding tensor which squares to ´ id .

Corollary B.2. Let GR be either PSLdpRq, PSOpn, n ´ 1q, PSOpn, nq, PSpp2n,Rq
or G2,split. Then for every v P T H pS,GRq and every a P ΠGR

one has

Hess HffapJvq “ Papvq. (19)

Proof. The corollary follows from Theorem B.1 applied to the exterior power repre-
sentation ^k, via Proposition 9.6 for the groups PSLdpRq, PSOpn, n´1q, PSpp2n,Rq
or G2,split, and via Theorem 9.9 for PSOpn, nq. �
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In [8, Theorem 1.6] B.-Canary-Labourie-S. prove that the pressure form Pa1
,

called the Liouville pressure metric, is Riemannian on H dpSq “ H
`

S,PSLdpRq
˘

(i.e. Pa1
pvq ą 0 whenever v ‰ 0), thus the theorem implies the following corollary.

Corollary B.3. The Hessian of

Hff1 : Xpπ1S,PSLdpCqq Ñ R

at ρ P H dpSq is strictly positive on every direction except Tρ H dpSq, in particular,
the Hitchin locus is an isolated minimum of Hff1 .

The remainder of the section consists on the proof of Theorem B.1.

B.1. Dynamical intersection. Let us a give a (very short) account on some def-
initions and main results needed throughout this section. We refer the reader to
B.-C.-L.-S. [7] or to the survey B.-C.-S. [9] and references therein for a more detailed
exposition. These facts are consequence of deep results on the thermodynamical
formalism for hyperbolic systems developed by Bowen, Ruelle, Parry-Pollicott and
others.

Let X be a closed manifold equipped with a transitive Anosov flow φ “ pφt :
X Ñ XqtPR and consider a positive Hölder-continuous function f : X Ñ Rą0. Given
a periodic orbit τ of φ with period ppτq define

`τ pfq “

ż ppτq

0

fpφspxqqds,

for any x P τ, and for T ą 0 let RT pfq “ tτ periodic : `τ pfq ď T u. The entropy of
f is defined by

hpfq “ lim
TÑ8

log #RT pfq

T
P p0,8q.

Given another positive Hölder-continuous function g : X Ñ Rą0 define its dy-
namical intersection (or simply intersection) with f by

Ipf, gq “ lim
TÑ8

1

#RT pfq

ÿ

τPRT pfq

`τ pgq

`τ pfq
. (20)

These functions are well defined and vary analytically [7, Section 3.6]. Hence, so
does the renormalized intersection of g with f defined by

Jpf, gq “
hpgq

hpfq
Ipf, gq.

Proposition B.4 ([7, Prop. 3.8]). For every pair of positive Hölder-continuous
functions f and g one has Jpf, gq ě 1.

In particular Jpf, ¨q is critical at f and its Hessian is positive semidefinite, i.e. if
pftqtPp´ε,εq is a C1 curve of positive Hölder-continuous functions, then

B2

Bt2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

t“0

Jpf0, ftq ě 0.

Proposition B.5 ([7, Lemma 9.3]). Let pftqtPp´ε,εq be a C1 curve of positive

Hölder-continuous functions. Then pB2{Bt2q|t“0Jpf0, ftq “ 0 if and only if for every
periodic orbit τ one has

B

Bt

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

t“0

hpftq`τ pftq “ 0.
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B.2. The Liouville pressure form. Recall that fixing a hyperbolic metric on S
endows the unitary tangent space US with an Anosov flow whose periodic orbits
correspond to conjugacy classes of π1S. We will fix such a metric from now on, this
is an (irrelevant) auxiliary choice.

One has the following result from S. [49], see also B.-Canary-Labourie-S. [7,
Section 4] for an explicit construction that works for any hyperbolic group. The
second part of the statement is proved in [7, Section 6].

Proposition B.6. Let ρ : π1S Ñ PGLdpRq be a projective Anosov representation.
Then there exists a positive Hölder-continuous function fλ1

ρ : US Ñ Rą0 such that
for every conjugacy class rγs P rπ1Ss one has

`γpf
λ1
ρ q “ λ1

`

ρpγq
˘

.

Moreover, if tρuuuPD is an analytic family of such representations, then one can
chose fλ1

ρu so that the function u ÞÑ fλ1
ρu is analytic.

Proposition B.6 has the following well known consequence.

Proposition B.7. Let ρ : π1S Ñ PGLdpRq be a ta1, a2u-Anosov representation.
Then there exists a positive Hölder-continuous function f a1

ρ : US Ñ Rą0 such that
for every conjugacy class rγs P rπ1Ss one has

`γpf
a1
ρ q “ a1

´

λ
`

ρpγq
˘

¯

“ pλ1 ´ λ2q
`

ρpγq
˘

.

Moreover, if tρuuuPD is an analytic family of such representations, then one can
chose f a1

ρu so that the function u ÞÑ f a1
ρu is analytic.

Thus, considering two ta1, a2u-Anosov representations ρ, η of π1S (with possibly
different target groups) one can define their Liouville intersection as

Ia1pρ, ηq “ Ipf a1
ρ , f

a1
η q

and analogously one defines Ja1
pρ, ηq. Moreover, given a C1 curve pρtqtPp´ε,εq of

such representations one defines the Liouville pressure norm of 9ρ0 by

Pa1p 9ρ0q “
B2

Bt2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

t“0

Ja1
pρ0, ρtq ě 0.

This induces a symmetric bilinear 2-form on smooth points of ta1, a2u-Anosov
representations. However positive semi-definiteness is as far as thermodynamics
goes, and one needs geometric arguments to prove the following.

Theorem B.8 (B.-C.-L.-S. [8, Thm. 1.6]). The Liouville pressure form is pos-
itive definite when defined in the Hitchin component H dpSq. It provides thus an
Outpπ1Sq-invariant Riemannian metric on H dpSq.

B.3. Pluriharmonic length functions. Let us begin by stating an analogue of
B.7 over C.

Proposition B.9. Let ρ : π1S Ñ PGLdpCq be a ta1, a2u-Anosov representation.
Then there exists a positive Hölder-continuous function f a1

ρ : US Ñ Rą0 such that
for every conjugacy class rγs P rπ1Ss one has

`γpf
a1
ρ q “ a1

´

λ
`

ρpγq
˘

¯

“ pλ1 ´ λ2q
`

ρpγq
˘

.

Moreover, if tρuuuPD is an analytic family of such representations, then one can
chose f a1

ρu so that the function u ÞÑ f a1
ρu is analytic.
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Proof. To find such f a1
ρ it suffices to apply Proposition B.6 to the real represen-

tations ^2
Rρ and ^2

R ^
2
C ρ. Positivity follows from equation (8) in the definition of

Anosov. �

The Liouville intersection Ia1
pρ, ηq between two such representations is hence

well defined. The argument from Bridgeman-Taylor [10, Section 5] applies directly
and one has the following result. Denote by

homta1,a2upπ1S,PSLdpCqq “ tρ : π1S Ñ PSLdpCq ta1, a2u-Anosovu.

Proposition B.10. Let ρ P homta1,a2upπ1S,PSLdpCqq, then the function

Ia1
pρ, ¨q : homta1,a2upπ1S,PSLdpCqq Ñ R

is locally the real part of a holomorphic function.

Let us make some small comments on the proof.

Proof. Let ρ be an ta1, a2u-Anosov representation. By openness of dominated split-
tings, there exists a neighbourhood U of ρ such that the constants in Definition 3.1
hold for every η P U. This implies that the convergence in the definition of Ia1pρ, ¨q
is uniform on compact sets of homta1,a2upπ1S,PSLdpCqq. For each T ą 0, the trun-
cated sum in equation (20) is the real part of a holomorphic function and thus
Theorem 1.23 from Axler-Bourdon-Ramey [1] yields the result. �

B.4. Vanishing directions. Complex conjugation of matrices is an external au-
tomorphism of PSLdpCq and thus induces an involution τ : XpΓ,PSLdpCqq Ñ
XpΓ,PSLdpCqq whose fixed point set contains XpΓ,PSLdpRqq. If ρ P XpΓ,PSLdpRqq is
a regular point, then the differential dρ τ splits the tangent space as a sum of pure
imaginary vectors and the tangent space to the real characters:

TρXpΓ,PSLdpCqq “ kerpdρ τ ` idq ‘ TρXpΓ,PSLdpRqq;

the almost complex structure J of X
`

π1S,PSLdpCq
˘

interchanges this splitting.

Lemma B.11. Let ρ : π1S Ñ PSLdpRq be ta1, a2u-Anosov and let v be a pure
imaginary direction at ρ. Then Pa1pvq “ 0.

This is a standard symmetry argument, see for example B.-C.-S. [9, Section 5.8].

Proof. Consider a differentiable curve pρtqtPp´ε,εq Ă homta1,a2upπ1S,PSLdpCqq such
that ρ0 “ ρ, 9ρ0 “ v and τρt “ ρ´t. The functions

t ÞÑ `γpf
a1
ρt q “ pλ1 ´ λ2q

`

ρtpγq
˘

,

for every conjugacy class rγs P rπ1Ss, and t ÞÑ hpf a1
ρt q are invariant under t ÞÑ ´t

and are thus critical at 0. Consequently, for every conjugacy class, the function
t ÞÑ hpf a1

ρt q`γpf
a1
ρt q is critical at 0 and hence Proposition B.5 implies that

Pa1
pvq “

B2

Bt2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

t“0

Ja1
pρ0, ρtq “ 0.

�
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B.5. Proof of Theorem B.1. Let ρ P Xpπ1S,PSLdpRqq be p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex
and regular. Consider v P TρXpπ1S,PSLdpRqq and note that Jv is pure imaginary.
Thus, Lemma B.11 implies that

0 “ Pa1
pJvq “

B2

Bt2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

t“0

Ja1
pρ0, ρtq, (21)

where pρtqtPp´ε,εq is a curve such that ρ0 “ ρ, 9ρ0 “ v and τρt “ ρ´t. Recall
that Ipf, fq “ 1 and that if ρ is p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex then Corollary 9.1 states

that ha1
ρ “ 1, moreover, as observed in the proof of Lemma B.11, 9ha1p 9ρ0q “ 0, so

developing the last term of equation (21) one obtains

0 “ Hessρph
a1qpJvq `HessρpIa1pρ, ¨qqpJvq.

Proposition B.10 states that Ia1pρ, ¨q is locally the real part of a holomorphic func-
tion, so

HessρpIa1
pρ, ¨qqpJvq “ ´HessρpIa1

pρ, ¨qqpvq

and thus

Hessρph
a1qpJvq “ HessρpIa1

pρ, ¨qqpvq.

Lemma 6.3 implies that, at least for small t, ρt is p1, 1, 2q-hyperconvex (over C) and
thus Corollary 6.8 yields ha1pρtq “ Hffpρtq. Finally, since ha1 ” 1 in a neighbour-
hood of ρ in Xpπ1S,PSLdpRqq one has

HessρpIa1
pρ, ¨qqpvq “ Pa1

pvq.

The result then follows.
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